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MOTTO 
 
 ِنَاّبِذَُكت اَمُِّكبَر ِءَلَآ ِّ َيِأبَف 
 “Which is it, of the favors of your Lord, that ye deny?” 
(Q. S. Ar - Rahman: 13) 
 
اًزُْسي ِزُْسعْلا َعَم َِّنإَف 
“But lo! With hardship goeth ease,” 
(Q. S. Asy Syarh: 5) 
 
 
Do not dream about our success. We have to work for it. Success needs effort 
and suffering 
(Mark Zuckerberg) 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Aini Fitriyah. 13.32.2.1.016. A Descriptive Study on Teaching-Learning 
Process at Speak Second Speaking Class in the Daffodils English Course Pare 
Kediri 2016/2017. A Thesis: The State Islamic Institute of Surakarta, Surakarta. 
2017. 
 
Advisor : Dra.Hj. Woro Retnoningsih, M. Pd. 
Key word  : Teaching-learning speaking at speak second class 
 
The objectives of this research are to describe the process of teaching-
learning at speak second speaking class in the Daffodils English course Pare, 
Kediri, and to know the teaching speaking techniques and strategies used in 
teaching-learning process at speak second speaking class in the Daffodils English 
course Pare, Kediri.  
 
The researcher used the descriptive qualitative research design. It was 
conducted at the speaking class at speak second speaking class in the Daffodils 
English course. The data was collected by using observation, and interview. The 
researcher took observation to know the real process of teaching –learning at 
speak second speaking class. The interview was given to collect data related to 
techniques and strategies used by the teacher in the teaching-learning process at 
speak second speaking class in the Daffodils English course. After collecting the 
data, the researcher analyzed the data found in qualitatively. 
 
The result of the analysis, the researcher found some findings of the 
research. Based on the observation during teaching-learning process at speak 
second speaking class in the Daffodils English course, the researcher found that 
the implementation of teaching-learning process was attractive. The students were 
really enthusiastic participating the class. The teacher also made the students to be 
more active, and creative. It made the students to always practice their English, 
and the teacher could know their developments. From the interview, the 
researcher also found the answer of the problem statements of the research about 
the technique and strategy used by the teacher at Speak Second speaking class in 
the Daffodils English course. The teacher used problem solving, role play, and 
discussion techniques. Those techniques were combined with the strategies of 
group work, and give some instruction or training in discussion skill to teach 
speaking at speak second speaking class in the Daffodils English course. The 
combination of those techniques and strategies made the students being more 
active. They also were being critical in thinking, confident I delivering their 
opinion, compactness, and cared to their surrounds.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of Study 
 Now we are living in the globalization era which needs a language to 
communicate with one to another country. In this era, English is used in all 
aspects of human life such as politics, economy, education, knowledge or 
institutions, not only professional bust also communicative in English. That is 
the important thing which is needed.  
 English is one of important language in this globalisation era. It is 
used as the language for international communication. Many countries use 
English as the prime language for international communication. Patel and 
Praveen (2008:2) claimed that English is the language of the global village. It 
is used for trade and industry. English is full of knowledge and information. It 
is the language used for connecting people having different tongues. 
 Studying English as a foreign language needs to be concern on its 
skills as well as its purpose. John (1986:9) states that we have to know the 
reason of learning English and what it is for. This will help the learner to 
develop their English better and easier. Everyperson needs to communicate 
with others through speaking. Speaking plays an important role in making a 
social interaction with other people in order to gain information. Thus, it is 
necessary for every person to have a good speaking skill. Brown (in Pratiwi: 
2012)  cites that when someone can speak a language it means that he can 
carry on a reasonable conversation competently.  
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 The teaching of English includes four skills: listening, speaking, 
reading, and writing. Speaking is one of the most difficult aspects for students. 
This is hardly surprising when one considers everything that is involved when 
speaking: ideas, how to say, language, how to use grammar, vocabulary and 
pronunciation as well as listening to and reacting to the person you are of the 
most demanding skills in the daily life (Pollard, 2008:33). Speaking is harder 
than the other skills. Speaking happens in direct real time. We have to think 
the words, make it in the right form to be understood and directly speak it in 
front of somebody. We cannot revise or edit the word we have said (Lucy, 
2008: 33). 
 Richard and Renandya (2002:210) said that speaking is one of the 
central communication elements. Speaking English is the key to communicate 
easier with foreigners to accept the advance of technology and to get success. 
However, sometimes speaking is also the obstacle that obstructs them to reach 
their aims. In the fact, a lot of learners study English grammar very well, but 
they cannot master it because they get difficulties in their speaking. This 
problem leads to disheartenment for learners. So they lose their interest in 
learning speaking. So, the teacher must be creative to teach the students in 
order that the students interest in learning English subject. In this case, teacher 
should be able to apply various method to present the material to students 
(Hamnuri, 2007:45). 
 According to Linse and Nunan (2005: 49) for many years teacher 
taught speking by having students repeat sentences and recite memorized 
textbook. Students supposedly learned to speak by practicing grammatical 
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structure and then later using them in conversation. Since speaking is refered 
as productive skill, it needs more and more practicing to make the learner has 
a better skill. 
 Partick (2010: 14) argues that people or students learn constantly, 
everywhere and all the time. He believes that individuals are able to get 
knowledge, skill and competence from their organizes lerning in formal 
education as well as informal and non-formal education. As remarked by 
OECD (2005) in Roslyn and Jenifer (2012: 4) a much quoted st of definition 
for formal, non-formal nd informal education has been developed as follows: 
“Formal learning: Refers to learning through a programme of 
instruction in an educational institution adult training centre and in 
the workplace, which is generally recognized in a qualification or a 
certificate. 
 
 Non-formal learning: Refers to learning through  a programme but 
it is not usually eveluated and does not lead to certification. 
 
Informal learning: Refers to learning resulting from daily work-
related, family or leisure activities”. 
 
 Barkelle (2010:4) states, English is one of subject which is said by 
almost of the students as difficult subject, because they feel that learning 
English is difficult and boring. So, almost all of students to solve the difficulty 
of learning English beside they study in formal school, they study in English 
course. English course can be defined as an alternative education, which 
supplements the formal education. English course is including in non-formal 
education. Coombs and Ahmed 1974:8 (in Rogers 2004) define, non-formal 
education as any organized, systematic, educational activity carried on outside 
the framework of the formal system to provide selected types of learning to 
particular subgroups in the population, adults as well as children. The course 
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is one of places to learn beside the school. Teaching learning in the course is 
usually from basic understanding. It means, the course is a place to learn 
English from the basic stage by the different background of students who join 
the course. The course in place of non-formal education. 
 In Indonesia there are many non-formal educations, such as English 
course. One of famous English course in Indonesia is in Kediri. The name of 
the area is Kampung Inggris. Kampung Inggris Pare Kediri in East Java is the 
village which has many English course. In Kampung Inggris Pare provides a 
variety programs to learn English. The teacher and the students use English as 
daily language, so it can make English as a habit. The Daffodils English 
Course is one of good and famous course in pare, although many courses are 
built there. It offers speaking English program with good teaching techniques 
and strategies to make the students more enjoyable in learning English. In The 
Daffodils English Course has unique strategy in teaching speaking, Sometimes 
there use outdoor activity. 
The Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri, The researcher site of this 
study, is a non-formal education institution that help the students to get a 
solution in making better their Speaking English. The Course is special for 
speaking program and it is recognized with its slogan “Anti Gagap Inggris”. 
The Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri offers various system and program 
in learning speaking English. There are Speak first, it is for the students that 
do not know about English, so the students will be guided by the teacher from 
the basic. Speak second, it is for the students that have known the basic of 
English but they still cannot speak English fluently. and public speaking, it  is 
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for the students that can speak English well and they want to make their 
English more smoothly. The Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri has been 
guiding a lot of students from different bacground of education to have a 
better skill of speaking English. It teaches speaking English differently. The 
Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri has its own techniques and strategies in 
teaching English as a foreign language. 
The Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri gives a good class on 
speaking skill that set to bring the students to the success on their speaking. It 
gives new fresh-air on learning speaking. Here, students are focused to speak 
behaviorally. This teaching speaking skill is a good way for all teachers who 
teach English and students who learn English.The researcher interest to do a 
research at Speak Second Speaking Class in the Daffodils English Course 
Pare Kediri because it gives a good class in speaking English and the students 
from different regions and background get better English after study there. 
Based on the explanation above, the researcher wants to conduct a 
research entitled “A Descriptive Study on Teaching Learning Process at 
Speak Second Speaking Class in the Daffodils English CoursePare 
Kediri”. The researcher believes that teaching learning process at Speak 
Second Speaking Class in the Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri has a lot 
of advantages. It teaches speaking naturally, behaviorally, and effortlessly. 
 
B. Identification of the Problem 
 The researcher found some problems in process of teaching English of 
the course. There are many factors can affect the problems emergence, such as; 
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1. Students have low motivation in developing their English basic knowledge 
(grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation) 
2. Students need interactive technique and strategies to provoke speaking 
skill in the process of learning English. 
3. Each student has different character and ability in speaking skill 
4. Each student has different problem in the process of learning speaking. 
 
C. Limitation and Scope of The Study 
 In this research, the researcher limited the research on teaching 
learning process at Speak Second Speaking Class in the Daffodils English 
Course Pare Kediri. The researcher just conducts the research in class A 
because the limited of time, so it is impossible  if the researcher do the 
research in all classes. This study attempts to investigate the teachers who 
teach speaking in the Daffodils English Course. Particularly focuses on 
teachers’ technique and strategies in teaching learning in speaking class. 
These limitation have a purpose to get optimal result of the research.  
 
D. Research Problem 
  Based on the explanation above in previous section, the researcher is able 
to identify some problems at Speak Second Speaking Class in the Daffodils 
English Course Pare Kediri. The problems are found as follow: 
1. How are the process of teaching-learning at Speak Second Speaking Class 
in the Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri? 
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2. What are the teaching speaking techniques and strategiesused in teaching 
learning process at Speak Second Speaking Class in the Daffodils English 
Course Pare Kediri? 
 
E. Objective of the Study 
 The purpose of the study at finding the answer to the question stated in 
the problem statement: 
1. To describe the process of teaching-learning at Speak Second Speaking 
Class in the Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri 
2. To describe the technique and strategies used in teaching learning process 
at Speak Second Speaking Class in the Daffodils English Course Pare 
Kediri. 
 
F. The Benefit of the Study 
 The results of the research are expected to give benefits both 
theoretically and practically: 
1. Theoretically  
a. The results of this research can be used as a reference for further 
research. 
b. The results of this research can add knowledge to readers about 
descriptive study on teaching learning process at Speak Second 
speaking class in the Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri. 
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2. Practically 
a. Students 
The researcher expects the students will be motivated in learning 
English and having appropriate behavioral change during the teaching 
learning speaking process 
b. Teacher 
Information of this study will help the English teacher in 
designing the teaching process in the classroom where there are many 
students with different characters and ability. In addition, it makes the 
English teaching-learning process become interesting. The result of 
this research can be used as input the teachers at Speak Second 
Speaking Class in the Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri. 
 
G. The Definition of Key Terms 
1. Speaking 
Speaking is the most demanding skill for the teacher to teach. It is a 
way to present English Orally. Speaking is an act to express one’s ideas, 
feeling, purpose, and thought orally. (Scoot and Ytbreg, 2000:33) 
2. Teaching 
Teaching is transferring information or knowledge from teacher, 
lecturer, instructor, or tutor to students or learners (Sudirman, 2007:2).  
3. Learning  
Manser (1995) stated that learning is an activity to gain knowledge or 
skill. The goal on learning speaking skill is communicative efficiency. 
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This means that learners should be able to make themselves understand, 
using their current proficiency to the fullest (Brown, 2001:7) 
4. Descriptive qualitative 
Descriptive qualitative is describing and interpreting events, 
condition, or situation, of the present (Joko Nurkamto, 2004: 3) 
5. English Course 
English Course is informal institution which has the aim; learners are 
expected to eventually use the language as “near” native speaker. (Fraida 
Dubin and Elite Olshantain, 1990:25) 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL REVIEW 
 
A. Review on Teaching Learning Process 
1.  Teaching 
 Teaching is transferring information or knowledge from teacher, 
lecturer, instructor, or tutor to student or learner (Sudirman, 2007:2). 
However, Fauziah says that teaching is not only transferring the information 
but also knowledge and skill using certain method in order to make the 
knowledge or skill owned. While for Hamalik (1992:8) states that teaching is 
organizing or ruling environment as good as in order to give chances for 
students to learn efficiently. He believes that teaching also is guiding students 
learning activity and organizing environment to support the learning. 
 Brown (2000:7) defines “teaching is showing or helping someone 
learns how to do something, giving instruction, guiding in the study of 
somethiing, providing wih knowledge, causing to know or understand”. It 
means tha the teacher should help and facilitate the learners to learn about 
anything and can get new knowledge. 
 Based on the explanation above, it can be conclude that teaching can 
be defined as transferring knowledge in order to make efficient learning. Or 
teaching is facilitating and giving instruction learning, facilitating learner to 
learn. 
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2. Learning  
 Learning is a process aquire knowledge, develop skills, improve the 
behavior and strengthen the personality (Suryo and Hariyanto 2011:9) Burton 
on his book “The Guidance of Learning Activities” formulate the 
understanding of learning as a change in individuals’ behavior due to the 
interaction between the individual to other individuals so that they are able to 
interact with their environment (Anurahman, 2010: 35). 
 Robert M. Gagne as cited by Kardimin (2013: 31) states that 
learning is change in human disposition or capacity, which persists over a 
period time, and which is not simply ascribable to process a growth. Based on 
the definition above, it can be concluded that learning is activity to gain the 
knowledge that causes the change in individual behavior. 
 
3. Teaching –Learning Process 
  Teaching and learning are two kind activities that cannot be 
separated. In every teaching activity, learning activity occurs inside. 
According to Sutisna (2005: 6), teaching-learning process is a process of 
achieve a certain goal, interaction between teacher and learners in a key 
condition for the implementation of learning process. 
 Sardiman (2012: 14) states that teaching learning process will 
always be an interaction between to human elements, namely learners as 
those who learn and the teacher as those who teach, with learners as the 
primarily subject. The learning process must grow and involve from the 
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child’s own self. In other words, children must actively learn while teachers 
act as mentors. 
 
B. Review on Speaking 
1. Definition of Speaking  
  According to Homby (1995:37) defined that speaking is the skill 
that the students will be judge upon most in real-life situation. So, 
speaking is one of the skills which are dominant in teaching learning 
English, mastering of speaking is one of aspect make it easy to learn a 
foreign language. Speaking is also skill to express one’s ideas, feelings and 
thoughts. 
 The theory above emphasize that speaking is an effort to use 
language freely. Being able to speak which is more emphasizes on 
interaction, communication, and understanding each other. Teacher should 
emphasize the development of oral communication in teaching English. 
 Hymes (1998:26) told that speaking is content and context. It 
means that as the content, speaking includes some rules such as grammar, 
tenses, pronunciation, and vocabulary. As the context, speaking is the way 
to understand the meaning based on the statement and the intonation that 
speaker said. Furthermore, Harmer (2001:26) said that speaking is the 
ability to speak fluently presupposes not only knowledge of language 
feature but also the ability to process information and language on the 
spot. Then, Campbell and Dickinson (2004:50) stated that speaking 
involve not only word we use, but also the way we say them, our tune of 
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voice, facial expression, posture, and gesture. Speaking skill means the 
ability to speak fluently based on the pattern and transferring the meaning. 
Then it can express some idea, feeling and emotions, and speaking is some 
conversation skill. It is like interview nature of conversation and the nature 
of performance. 
 Mackey (2007:3) defines that speaking is oral expression that 
involves not only the use of right patterns of rhythm and intonation. But 
also right order to convey the right meaning. It means in speaking, people 
must have ability to use the words in the right order with the correct 
pronunciation, to design the correct grammar for the utterances, and to 
choose the diction or choice of words. 
 Tarigan (1990:3-4) defines that speaking is a language skill that is 
developed in child life, which is produced by listening skill, and at that 
period speaking skill is learned.. 
Nunan (1998: 26) states that speaking is a process consisting of 
short, often fragmentary utterance in range of pronunciation. Correct 
pronunciation delivers the correct message for the listener. The 
pronunciation should be supported by the proper stress and intonation. In 
other hand, Mead and Rubin (1985) say that speaking is an interactive 
process in which an individual alternately takes the role of speaker and 
listener, and which includes both verbal and nonverbal component. 
Wilson (1983:5) defines “speaking as development of the 
relationship between speaker and listener. In addition speaking 
determining which logical linguistic, psychological a physical rules should 
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be applied in a given communicate situation”. It can be conclude that the 
main objective of speaking is for communication. In order to express 
effectively, the speaker should know exactly what they wants to speak or 
to communicate. Based on the statements above the researcher infers that 
if someone speaks, they have to be able to evaluate the effects of their 
communication to the listener, they should understand any principle that 
based his speaking either in general or in individual. 
Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that speaking is 
a process of delivering a meaning with utterance. Pronunciation is one of 
important component in speaking. What the speaker saying in range of 
pronunciation including stress and intonation. Speaking is how to express 
or communicate opinions, feelings, and ideas by taking a word correctly. 
The listener will receive another meaning if the speaker pronounce a word 
wrongly. So the people must have ability to use the words in he right order 
with the correct pronunciation, to design the correct grammar for the 
utterances, and to choose the diction or choice of words.  
 
2. Teaching Speaking  
Teaching speaking is the way for the students to express their 
emotions, communicative needs, interact to other person in every situation, 
and influence the others. For the reason, in teaching speaking skill it is 
necessary to have clear understanding involved in speech. Teaching 
speaking means teaching how to use the language for communication, for 
transferring ideas, thought or even feeling to other people. 
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The goal of teaching speaking skills is to communicate efficiency. 
Learners should be able to make themselves understood, using their 
current proficiency to the fullest. They should try to avoid confusion in the 
message due to faulty pronunciation, grammar, or vocabulary and to 
observe the social and cultural rules that apply in each communication, 
Burkart (1998:240) 
Nunan (in Nerri 2012:10) in this case formulates what is mean by 
teaching speaking: 
a. Produce in English speech sounds and sounds patterns. 
b. Use word and sentence stress interaction patterns and the rhythm of 
the second language. 
c. Select appropriate and sentence according to the proper social sett 
intuition and subject matter. 
d. Organize their thoughts in a meaningful and logical sequence. 
e. Use language as a means of expressing values judgments. 
f. Use the language quickly and confidently with unnatural pause which 
called fluency. 
While Bailey (in Hajar 2010:10) “teaching speaking is sometime 
considered a language schools around the world hire people with no 
training to teach conversation although speaking is totally natural, 
speaking in language who send our own is anything but simple”. The 
researcher concludes that teaching speaking is how to express the students’ 
emotions, idea, so that the students can have grammar, pronunciation, 
vocabulary, and fluency in good communication. 
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According to bailey (2006:54), there are five principles of teaching 
speaking:  
a. be aware of the differences between second language and foreign 
language learning contexts. 
b. Give students practice with both fluency and accuracy. 
c. Provide opportunity for students to talk by using group work, and 
limiting teacher talk 
d. Plan speaking tasks that involved guidance and practice in both 
transactional and interactional speaking. 
 
Speaking is productive oral skill. In fact, speaking, especially in a 
language other than our own is quite a complex undertaking which 
involves using all the different levels of language. So, here we need to try 
several strategies for teaching speaking that can be used to help language 
learners gain practice in speaking in target language (Nunan, 2003:64). To 
make it clearer, Nunan (2003: 55, 56) proposes at least four principles for 
teaching speaking. Below are the descriptions: 
a. Give students practice with both fluency and accuracy. 
Accuracy is the extent to which students’ speech matches what 
people actually say when they use the target language. Fluency is the 
extent to which speakers use the language quickly and confidently, 
with few hesitations or unnatural pauses, false starts, word searches, 
etc. Teacher must provide students with fluency-building practice and 
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realize that making mistakes is a natural part of learning a new 
language. 
b. Provide opportunities for students to talk by using group work or pair 
work, and limiting teacher talk. 
It is important for us as language teachers to be aware of how 
much we are talking in class so we don’t take up all the time the 
students could be talking. Pair work and group work activities can be 
used to increase the amount of time that learners get to speak in the 
target language during lessons. 
b. Plan speaking tasks that involve negotiation for meaning. 
Learners make progress by communicating in the target 
language because interaction necessarily involves trying to understand 
and make teacher understood. This process is called negotiating for 
meaning. It involves checking to see if you’ve understood what 
someone has said, clarifying your understanding, and confirming that 
someone has understood your meaning. 
c. Design classroom activities that involve guidance and practice in both 
transactional and interactional speaking. 
When we talk with someone outside the classroom, we usually 
do so for interactional or transactional purposes. Interactional speech 
is communicating with someone for social purposes. Transactional 
speech involves communicating to get something done, including the 
exchange of goods and/or services. 
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Based on description above, teaching speaking is a process which 
the way of students can express their emotions, communicative needs, 
interact to other person in any situation, and influence the others. For this 
reason in teaching speaking skill, it is needed or necessary to have easy 
understanding in speech. 
 
2. Component of Speaking 
Thornbury (2005:127) proposes four categories which are used to 
test speaking:  grammar and vocabulary, discourse management, 
pronunciation, and interactive communication. They are describe in the 
following terms: 
a. Grammar and vocabulary : on this scale, the students are awarded 
marks for the accurate and appropriate use of syntactic forms and 
vocabulary in order to meet the task requirements at each level. The 
range and appropriate vocabulary are also assessed here. 
b. Discourse management: on this scale, examiners are looking for 
evidence of students’ ability to express ideas and opinion in coherent 
and connected speech. In this term, the learners must be able to 
construct sentences and produce utterances in order to convey 
information and to express or justify opinions. 
c. Pronunciation: this term refers to the students’ ability to produce 
comprehensible utterances to fulfill the task requirements. It refers to 
the production of individual sounds, the appropriate linking, of words, 
and the use of tress and intonation to convey the intended meaning. 
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d. Interactive communication: this term refers to the students’ ability to 
interact with the interlocutor and the other students by initiating and 
responding appropriately and at the required speed and rhythm to 
fulfill the task requirement. It include the ability to use functional 
language and strategies to maintain or repair interaction. 
According to Brown (1994:1), there are three components of 
speaking skill. They are as follows: 
a. Preparation 
Preparation is show the learners a picture of two people 
conversing in a familiar casual setting. It means that the teacher asks 
the learners to brainstorm what the people might be discussing. For 
example, the learners discuss about the topic and vocabulary. 
b. Presentation  
Presentation is present several video clips of small talk in 
casual situations. After learners complete a worksheet in which they 
describe or list the topics discussed, the students discuss about the 
topic and typical phrase in small talk. 
c. Practice 
Practice is giving learners specific information about the 
participants and the setting of a scenario where small talk will take 
place. The speaking activity often uses language classroom as the 
setting and a teacher can select activities from a variety of tasks. 
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It means that the components of speaking are started with 
preparation to brainstorm the students with related topic for 
discussion. Then, the teacher presents some video  
 
3. Success on Speaking 
In addition Ur (1996:120) explained that thgere are some characteristic to 
make speaking activity successful 
a. From learners talk aloud 
As much as possible of the period of time allowed to the 
activity is in fact occupied by learner talk. This way seems obvious 
but most time is taken up with teacher talk or pauses. 
b. Participation is even 
Classroom discussion is not dominated by a minority of talk 
active participant, but all get chance to speak and contribute fairly. 
c. Motivation is high 
learners eager to speak because they are interesred in the topic 
and have something new to say about it or because they want to 
contribute to achieve a task objective. 
d. Language is of an acceptable level 
Learners express themselves in utterances that are relevant, 
easy, comprehensible, to teach other, and of an acceptable level of 
language accuracy. 
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4. Techniques in Teaching Speaking 
According to Anthony in Fauziati (2009:16) defines technique as 
implementation which actually takes place in classroom. It is particular 
trick, strategy, or contrivance used to accomplish an immediate objective. 
Technique must be consistent with a method. And therefore in harmony 
with an approach as well. There are many of specific technique can be used 
by the lecturer to teach the learners to communicate more effectively. 
According to Fauziati (2009: 18) there are some types of technique that can 
be applied in speaking classroom: 
a. Role Play 
Role play are very important in speaking, because they give 
learners an opportunity to practice communicating in different social 
contexts and in different social roles in role play, the teacher gives 
information to the learners such as who they are and what they think or 
feel. 
b. Games  
Morrow in Fauziati (2009: 142) states that game are truly 
communicative, contain three features of communication information 
gap, choice, and feedback. A game is one of activities which can help to 
create dynamic motivating classes. There are some examples of games 
presented by silvers in Fauziati (2010: 23) circle that, silly answer, 
confenssions, crazy story, Kims’s games, and picture observation. 
There are some ways to use games, onne of them is competition. 
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c. Problem Solving 
Materials which focus on problem solving offer further 
opportunities for learners to work in pairs or small groups, to share 
information and opinions on topics, which are meaningful for them. 
The basic principle in this activity is the teacher sets up a situation 
where there is an information gap among the learners, and this gap has 
to be bridged orally. 
d. Songs  
Songs usually provides a peaceful and happy mood for the 
listener. Song can be used as material for discussion, like paraphrasing 
songs can also be used as a useful aid in learning of vocabulary, 
pronunciation, structures, and sentences pattern. In addition, songs also 
can be used to teach aspect of culture target language. 
e. Discussions  
Group discussion may be consists of three to five students. The 
main aim of group discussion is to improve fluency and grammar is 
probably best allowed to function as a naturally communicative context. 
Normally, the learner need time to assemble their thought before any 
discussion and the teacher must pay attention on it and control this 
activity. 
Communicative activities allow the students to practice using all of 
the language they know in real situations. In these activities, the students 
must work together to develop plan resolve a problem, or complete a task. 
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5. Strategies in Teaching Speaking 
  To solve many problems in speaking, we have to use some strategies in 
teaching learning. There are some suggestion which proposed Ur (1996:121) 
in order to overcome the problem in the speaking class. The strategies are 
explaining in the following terms. 
a. Use the group work 
 Using group work will increase the amount of learners to talk 
going on in limited period of time and also reduce the inhibition of 
learners who are unwilling to speak in front of the full class. By using 
group work, the use of oral practice is more than in the full class set up. It 
is true that group work means the teacher cannot supervise all learner 
speech. So that, not all utterances will be correct, and learners may 
occasionally slip into their native language. Nevertheless, even taking into 
consideration occasional mistakes and mother-tongue use, the amount of 
time remaining for positive and useful oral practice is still likely to be far 
more than in the full class set up. 
b. Base the activity on case language 
Language should be easy produced by participants, so that they can 
speak fluently with the minimum of hesitation. It is a good idea to review 
the essential vocabulary before the activity sets. The level of language 
needed for a discussion should be easily recalled and produced by the 
participants, so that they can speak fluently with the minimum of 
hesitation. It is good idea to teach or review essential vocabulary before 
the activity starts. 
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c. Give some instruction or training in discussion skills. 
The participants should give the contribution for the discussion; 
appoint a chairperson to each group who will regulate the participation. If 
the task is based on group discussion then include instractions about 
participation when introducing it. For example telling learners to make 
sure that everyone in the group contributes to the discussion; appoint aa 
chairperson to teach group who is regulated participation. 
d. Keep students to speak the target language. 
The best ways to keep students in speaking the target language are: 
(1) try to be the model for them by using the target language; (2) remind 
them to always use the language. The teacher is reminding participants to 
use the language. The teacher is reminding participants to use the target 
language. Also, the important thing is about monitoring activities of the 
students. 
 
6. Types of classroom speaking performance 
 There are many types of classroom speaking performance that can 
be applied by teachers. Brown (2001:271:274) explains six of classroom 
performances 
a. Imitative  
A very limited portion of claasroom speaking time may legimately 
be spent generating “human type recorder” speech, where, for example, 
learners practice an intonation contour or try to point a certain vowel 
sound. Imitation of this kind is carried out not for the purpose of 
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meaningful interaction, but focusing on some particular element of 
language form. 
b. Intensive 
intensive speaking is one step beyond imitative to include any 
speaking performances that is designed to practice some phonological or 
grammatical aspect of language. Intensive speaking can be self initiated 
even form part of some pair work activity, where learners are “going over” 
certain form of languaage. 
c. Responsive  
A good deal of students’ speech in the classroom is responsive. 
Short replies to the teacher or student initiated questions or comments. 
These replies are usually sufficient and do not extend into dialogues. Such 
speech can be meaningful and authentic. 
d. Transactional (Dialogue) 
Transactional language, carried out for the purpose of conveying or 
exchanging specific information is an extended form of responsive 
language, conversation, fer example may have more of a negotiate nature 
to them than does responsive speech. 
e. Interpersonal (Dialogue) 
The other form of conversation is interpersonal dialogue, carried 
out more for the purpose of maintaining social relationship than for the 
transmission of information. Learners would need to learn how such 
feature as the relationship between interlocutors, casual style, and sarcasm 
are Confed linguistically in this conversation. 
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f. Extensive  
Finally students at intermediate to advanced level are called on to 
give extended monologues in the form of oral reports, summaries, or 
perhaps short speech. Here the register is more formal and deliberative 
these monologues can be planed. 
 
C. Review on English Course 
 Review on English Course explained about the definition of English 
course, the aim of English course, the curriculum of English course, the 
material of English course, and the aim of motivation in English course. 
1. The Definition on English Course 
  Betty (2012:15), English course is a place of transferring 
knowledge which has the goal. Learners are expected to eventually use the 
language as “near” native speaker. The learners might be painfully aware 
ofimmediate, daily needs in order to begin to functional in the new 
community, needs which are quite removed from this ideal terminal 
outcome but which are vital for daily survival. In this kind of situation, 
course for children and adult must set up goals to fit individual needs and 
wants by reflecting social objectives as well as academic, profesional, or 
occupational ones. (Fraida Dubin and Elite Olshtain: 1990:25). 
 
2. The Aim of English Course 
   Fraida Dubin and Elite Olshtain (1990:42), “The general goals of 
the course are: 1) The learners are expected to attain until the end of the 
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course and they understand all the materials. 2) The learners are able to 
master the skill that they take professionally. 3) In final of evaluation or 
examination the learners can reach the maximal result. 
 
3. The Curriculum of the Course 
 Fraida Dubin and Elite Olshtain (1990:28); The course has 
different syllabus or lesson plan with the formal school. Ideally of the 
syllabus in course describe; a) What the learners are expected to know at the 
end of the course, or the course objectives in operational terms. b) What is 
to be taught or learned during the course, in the form of an inventory of 
item. c) When it is to be taught, and at what rate of progress, relating the 
inventory of items to the different levels and stages as well as to the time 
constraints of the course. d) How it is to be taught, suggesting procedures, 
techniques, and materials. e) How it is to be evaluated, suggesting testing 
and evaluating mechanisms. 
 
4. The Material of English Course 
  Considering the fact that teaching is mostly connected to the use of 
some kind of material, it is clear that material development is a core subject 
in the field of course design. Still, it is a rather recent research area 
(Tomlison 2001: 66). When working on the process of developing materials, 
one has to create, choose, adapt, or organize materials and activities so that 
the students will be able to achieve the individual objectives and finally the 
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goal of the course. This process take place on the level of organizing and 
sequencing the units17 (Graves 2000: 150). 
  Fraida Dubin and Elite Olshtin (1990:29-30) stated that the 
materials should be compatible with the syllabus. Procedure, technique, and 
presentation of items must be in harmony with the specifications given in 
the syllabus. And the idea material should present teachers and learners with 
a jumping place, a stimulus for the learning process of each point, and 
finally the effective material also should enable experienced teachers and 
learners to develop their own alternatives according to their needs and 
personal preferences. 
 
D. Previous Study 
For the previous study, the researcher learns some theses that have 
similiarities and differences with the researcher’s thesis. There are three 
previous research used by the researcher, they are: 
1. Research entitled “A Descriptive Study on Students’ Problems in the 
Teaching-Learning Process of Speaking Skill at The Second Semester 
Students of English Departement IAIN Surakarta in the Academic Year of 
2014/2015. The research was conducted by Anggi Putri Swasti Langit from  
IAIN Surakarta 2015. The objective of her reaserch  is to describe problems 
in teaching-learning process that found at The Second Semester Students of 
English Departement IAIN Surakarta in the Academic Year of 2014/2015. 
2. Research entitled “The study of English Speaking Teaching by Using 
English Conversation (A Descriptive Study at Ar-Risalah Islamic 
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International Collage of Ponorogo in 2015/2016 Academic Year)” the 
research was conducted by Cholida Octia Pratami from IAIN Surakarta 
2016. The objective of her reaserch is to describe teaching speaking by 
conversation in Ar-Risalah Islamic International Collage of Ponorogo in 
2015/2016 Academic Year.  The similarities from the researcher's thesis and 
her thesis is describe teaching learning speaking, the design is also 
descriptive qualitative. But Cholida Octia Pratami’s research focuses on 
teaching speaking by using Conversatioan and the researcher’s thesis is 
describe technique and strategies in teaching-learning speaking. 
3. Research entitled “Techniques Aplied in Teaching Speaking at the Fourtd 
Semester of English Department of Widya Dharmma University in 
2012/2013 The research was conducted by Wida Datu Dear Dara from 
Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta 2013. The subject of the reaserch 
is the students of fourth semester of English Department of Widya Darma 
University. The objective of her reaserch is to describe technique in 
teaching speaking that applied in Widya Dharma University. 
Based on the previous study above, there are many similaritied and 
differences with the researcher’s thesis. From the first prefious study, althought 
the research is same. It is about teaching learning speaking but Anggi Putri 
Swasti Langit’s research focuses on students’ problem in teaching learning 
speaking and the researcher’s thesis is focuses on teachers’ techniques and 
strategies in teaching-learning speaking. From second previous study, it is  
same in research design, and it is also describe teaching learning speaking. but 
the different is in Cholida Octia Pratami’s research focuses on teaching 
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speaking by using Conversational and the researcher’s thesis is describe 
technique and strategies in teaching-learning speaking. From the third previous 
study, alsthough the focus is same in technique teaching speaking, and Wida’s 
research desighn is descriptive qualitative , but there is different thing. The 
field of the research is different, Wida describe technique in teaching speaking 
applied in Widya Dharma University in fourth semester. And here, the 
researcher observe teaching learning process at Speak Second Speaking Class 
in the Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri.  
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design 
 The researcher uses the descriptive qualitative method in this research. 
Descriptive research describes and interprets events, condition, or situation, of 
the present. On the other hand, qualitative research is research method based 
on post-positivism and naturalist paradigm. It has some characteristics: (1) the 
objects observed are process and value; (2) most of data are words; (3) when 
collecting data, the researcher actively interact with the data sources; (4) the 
data are analyzed inductively; (5) the result of the research cannot be 
generalized; (6) the research is subjective and related value (Joko Nurkamto, 
2004: 3). In qualitative research, the researcher investigates the quality of 
relationship, activities, and situation or materials. (Fraenkel and Wallen, 
2000:502) 
 Elliot and Kratochwill (1999:24) state that descriptive study is a 
research in which the investigator examines and report thing as the way are in 
an attempt to understand and explain them. The aim of descriptive research is 
to provide as accurate account as possible about what is the current practice, 
how learner do learn, how teachers do teach, what classroom looks like, at the 
particular moment in particular place. 
 In addition, qualitative method is a research method is based naturalist 
paradigm that has some characteristics. First, the realities are multiple and 
holistic. Second are interactive and inseparable. Third, hypothesis is bounded 
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by time and context. Fourth, the causes and effect are impossible to be 
distinguished. Fifth, the inquiry is value-bond (Lincoln and Guba, 1985:37) 
  
B. Setting of Research 
1. Place of research 
 The researcher conducted the research at the Daffodils English Course 
Pare Kediri. It located at Jl. Pancawarna No.7, Tulungrejo, Pare, Kediri, east 
Java. The Daffodils has some programs offers, they are Speaking (Stepping 
Stone, Speak First, Step One, Speak Second, Job Interview, Step Two, Public 
Speaking, Step Three, Pronunciation), Listening, vocabulary, etc. in this 
research, the researcher focus on speak second program where in this program 
the class uses the English around 75%.  The researcher choosed this course 
because the course is one the best course at Pare Kediri. So the researcher 
want to know the teaching-learning process, the technique and strategies that 
is used by the teachers to bring the students to the success in their English 
Speaking at Speak Second Speaking Class in the Daffodils English Course 
Pare Kediri.  
2. Time of the Research 
 The researcher did the research observation at Intermediate Speaking 
Class or Speak Second program in the Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri. 
The researcher did the research along the program ongoing, it was for 
2weeks, started from 26 May 2017 up to 08 July  2017 to get the data 
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C. Source of the Data 
  The data of this research were analyzed by using descriptive 
qualitative. According to Sutopo (2002:53), qualitative research is research 
procedure resulting descriptive data such as writing an oral from people and 
behavior that capable of control data are the result of the researcher notes, 
both the fact and value (Arikunto, 2002:96). In this research, the source of 
data was the implementation of teaching techniques and strategies used by the 
teacher on teaching English speaking at Speak Second Speaking Class in the 
Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri. 
 Sutopo (2002:6) states that data in qualitative research are collection 
of information and/or fact in the form of words in sentences that is 
meaningful. In this research, the researcher used informant and events about 
the observation that observed by the researcher, interview about the reason 
what the problems, technique and strategies in teaching speaking skill. 
 The sources of the data in this research include events and informant. 
1. Event 
Sutopo (2002:53) stated that based on the observation in the event or 
activity, the researcher would know about the process how something 
happens, because of direct of observation. The event of this research is in 
the form of teaching learning process in the classroom to observe the 
teaching techniques and strategies used by the teacher at Speak Second 
Speaking Class in the Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri. 
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2. Informant 
Sutopo (2002:50) stated that informant is an individual that has 
important role in giving information which is chosen as a subject by 
researcher that will be an informant. The researcher took the owner, the 
teacher and the students at Speak Second Speaking Class in the Daffodils 
English Course Pare Kediri. 
 
D. Techniques of Collecting the Data 
 The technique of collecting data applies in the research are as follows: 
1. Interview 
 Esterberg (2002) in Sugiyono (2013:231) states that interview is a 
meeting of two person to exchange information and idea through question 
and responses, resulting in communication and join instruction of meaning 
about a particular topic. Herdiansyah (2013:31) stated that interview is the 
process of communication which is done at least by two person in natural 
setting. Which aims to obtain information for some specific purpose. 
One of the most popular techniques of obtaining information in 
research by asking respondent orally is interview. The information is 
obtained directly from the respondents while talking face to face. Nazir 
(2005: 193) says that interview is the process the collecting information 
for research’s goal through talking face to face with the respondents using 
instrument which is called interview guide. It is done spontaneously but it 
directs into information that we expects from respondents. There some 
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factor which influence interaction on an interview i.e. situation, 
interviewer, respondents, and contents. 
There are two types of interview i.e. in structured or non-directive 
interview and structure or directive interview. In this research researcher 
uses structured interview therefore that process will be effective and 
efficient. By this technique, the researcher made an interview to English 
teacher  and studentsat Speak Second Speaking Class in the Daffodils 
English Course Pare Kediri. The topic of interview was about teaching 
learning techniques and strategies at Speak Second Speaking Class in the 
Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri. 
2. Observation 
According to Herdiansyah (2013:129), observation is the act of 
watching social phenomenon in the real world and recording events as 
they happens systematically to reach purpose. Observation is the activity 
that aims to gain the data which could be as the conclusion or diagnosis. 
Burns (1999: 80) says that the observation is taking regular 
conscious notice of classroom action and occurrences, which are 
particularly relevant to the issues or topics being investigate by doing 
observation, the researcher got document and reflect systematically upon 
classroom interaction, and events, as they actually occurred to using 
procedures that ensure that information collected provides a sound basis 
for answering research questions and supporting the interpretation that are 
reached. 
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 Allison et. All (1996: 26) state that observation is observing and 
recording of event or circumstances. There are two kinds of observation 
which are laboratory and naturalistic observation. Laboratory observation 
is done in laboratory or other setting which is set up by researcher. In the 
contrary, naturalistic observation is done directly in the class and there is 
no setting from researcher. The researcher conducted naturalistic 
observation at Speak Second Speaking Class in the Daffodils English 
Course Pare, Kediri. The observation is conducted to get information 
about the process of teaching learning in speaking class and the teachers’ 
techniques and strategies in teach the students of speaking skill. 
 
E. Technique of Analyzing the Data 
 The data in this research is analyzed by using interactive model of 
data analysis including collecting the data, reducing the data, presenting the 
data and also drawing conclusion (Sutopo, 2002: 95) 
1. Collecting the data 
 Sutopo (2001: 10) states that data in qualitative research may come 
from document, archives, interview, observation, and so on. In this 
research, the researcher collected the data from interview, observation, 
document and questionnaire result. 
2. Reducing the data 
 Not all of the discovered data of the research are important. It means 
that the important information must be taken and the unimportant one 
must be ignored. According to Miles and Huberman (1992: 16), data 
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reduction can be interpreted as the process of selection, simplification, and 
transformation of the data to the field notes. In the process of data 
reduction, the researcher selected, focused, and simplifies the data. In this 
case, researcher reduced the information from the research activities if the 
data were unimportant or did not support the data the researcher needed. 
3. Presenting the data 
 Presenting the data means describing the data form of description or 
narration. This technique is used in arranging the information, description 
or narration to draw the conclusion of presenting important data which led 
conclusion. Each of those important data arranged in the research findings 
was followed or completed by a code which refereed to the serial number 
of filed note and then followed by the number of event or sequence in it. 
4. Drawing conclusion 
      The last step is drawing conclusion. In this research, the conclusion 
is made continuously throughout the research for each of subtopic in the 
research findings.  
 
F. Trustworthiness 
 Qualitative research concerns on the trustworthiness to check the 
credibility of the data. The trustworthiness used is triangulation. According to 
Moleong (2006: 330), triangulation technique is the technique to check the 
data by using something beyond the data. He also says that triangulation is 
mixing of data or method so that the diverse viewpoints or standpoints cast 
light upon a topic. 
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 Triangulation is essentially a multimedia approach conducted by 
researchers at the time of collecting the data. The basic idea is that the 
phenomenon under study can be well understood in order to obtain high-level 
truth though is viewed from different angles. Viewing angles varying obtained 
will allow a reliable level of truth. Therefore triangulation is the attempt to 
check the correctness of data or information from a variety of different 
viewpoints by reducing as much as possible the differences that occur at the 
time of data collection and analysis. 
 According to Norman K. Denkin defines triangulation as a 
combination or combinations of the various methods used to study phenomena 
that are different perspectives. The Denkin’s concept is used by qualitative 
researchers in various fields. According to him, triangulation includes four 
kinds, method triangulation, inter-researcher triangulation, data sources 
triangulation and theory triangulation. 
 The following description of the four types of triangulation; 
1. Method triangulation is done by comparing the information or data in 
different ways. As is known in qualitative research, researcher obtains data 
from interview, observation, questionnaire, and document to obtain a valid 
data. 
2. Inter-researcher triangulation is done by using more than one researcher in 
data collection. This technique is recognized enrich the in-depth 
knowledge. 
3. Data sources triangulation is seeing of certain information through various 
methods and sources of data acquisition methods. For example, besides 
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using interview and observation, researcher can use participant 
observation, written documents, historical document and image or photo. 
4. Theory triangulation is comparing the formulation of the information / 
thesis statement of relevant theoretical perspectives to avoid individual 
bias of researcher on the finding or conclusion generated. In addition, 
theory triangulation can increase the depth of understanding if the 
researcher is able to dig deep theoretical knowledge on the results of the 
data obtained.  
  Furthermore, in this case the researcher used data sources 
triangulation. In this research, the researcher chose and took the data sources 
from English teacher and students at Speak Second Speaking Class in the 
Daffodils English Course Pare Kediri. In validating the data, the researcher 
compared the data of observation, interview and document. After observing 
the process of teaching English in the class, the researcher did cross-checking 
by the theories. Through that the variety of perspectives is expected to obtain 
valid results. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Research Finding 
The research finding consists of the description of the data found in 
research field including 2 parts. The First is the description of the process of 
teaching-learning at the speak second speaking class in Daffodils English 
course, Pare, Kediri. The second is the teaching speaking technique and 
strategies used in teaching-learning at the speak second speaking class in 
Daffodils English course Pare Kediri. The research finding here is taken from 
observation and interview to the subject of the research. The researcher 
presents the findings of the research in the form of words.  
In the research field, the researcher took the data about the process of 
teaching-learning at the speak second speaking class in Daffodils English 
course Pare Kediri. The Daffodils English Course is an informal education 
institution that helps the students to get a solution in making better their 
Speaking English. There two kinds of speaking class, they are speaking 
practice class and speaking vocabulary class.  
Both of the classes are same, the difference is in the way of practicing. 
In speaking vocabulary class, the students are asked to memorize 
vocabularies in hand book, then, they are asked to practice those vocabularies 
in the form of dialogue, speech, role play, etc. But, in speaking practice class, 
the students are taught to more speak about materials up in the class. 
The object study of this research was the English teacher of Daffodils 
English course in teaching speaking. The researcher collected the data by 
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observation, and interview. The detail of teaching-learning observations and 
interview were stated in the form of words or qualitatively. The researcher 
joined the teaching vocabulary mastery on English story in the classroom 
Eight times. 
The activities of teaching-learning at speak second speaking class in 
the Daffodils English course were described into several points, such as: (1) 
the process of teaching-learning at speak second speaking class, and (2) the 
teaching speaking technique and strategies used by teacher in teaching-
learning process in speak second speaking class. 
1. The Process of Teaching-Learning at the Speak Second Speaking in 
Daffodils English Course 
This part presents the research findings which the researcher found 
in the field of the research by doing observation and interview. It related to 
the teachers’ implementation of teaching-learning at speak second 
speaking class in the Daffodils English course. The researcher joined 
during the process teaching-learning at speak second speaking class or 
speaks second class on May 31
th
to June 8
th
, 2017. The classroom teaching-
learning process was done around 90 minutes each meetings. 
Before joining the teaching-learning process at the speak second 
speaking class in Daffodils, the researcher had done an interview with one 
of the directress of Daffodils English course. The interview was about the 
material used in Daffodils, and the criteria of the students’ speaking 
fluency.  
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Based on the result of interview, the researcher found that in making 
materials for teaching-learning in Daffodils English course, the directress 
with the teachers together arrange the materials which appropriate with the 
needs of students. In Daffodils also have the teachers in  high education. 
All of the teachers in Daffodils English course are minimally graduated 
from Undergraduate students of university. 
The purposes of arranging the specifics materials as the needs of 
students are to develop the students’ speaking skill, Daffodils English 
course has its owned criteria and material used. The material is printed and 
being used as handbook only for the students in the Daffodils English 
course. It is not for sale, so only the students who join in Daffodils English 
course who will own it. 
Researcher: “Berkenaan dengan materi yang diajarkan di Daffodils, 
bagaimana penyusunan materinya ibu?” 
Direstress: “mengenai materi yang dipakai disini, kami tidak seperti 
institusi formal lain mbak, seperti universitas atau 
sekolah yang mana mereka memiliki kriteria materi yang 
diajarkan harus sesuai dengan silabus, akan tetapi kalau 
di kursusan seperti di Daffodils ini materi yang 
diajarkan itu sesuai dengan kebutuhan dari siswa saja 
mbak, seperti contoh siswa yang berada di level 
beginner materi yang diajarkan berkisar tentang 
introduction, things around us, dll, tapi kalau yang 
berada di level lanjut tentu materinya akan berbeda 
karena kemampuan siswa juga sudah meningkat serta 
kebutuhan mereka setelah menyelesaikan kursus juga 
berbeda mbak.” 
(interview with one of the diresctress of Daffodils English 
course,May 29
th
, 2017) 
 
Here is the description of teaching-learning process at speak second 
speaking class in the Daffodils English course Pare Kediri which was the 
researcher observed: 
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a. The first observation 
The researcher did observation on Monday, May 29
th
, 2017. The 
teacher taught at intermediate speaking on that day. There were some 
activities where the researcher joined in the classroom during the 
teaching learning process.  
1) Opening  
The condition of classroom was active started from the 
opening. The students at speak second speaking class tried practicing 
their speaking by communicating with their friends or by 
memorizing something and speak with their self.The teacher opened 
the class by Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarokatuh and the 
students answered waalaikumsalam warahmatullahi wabarokatuh. 
This is one of religious aspect which is always kept by courses in 
Pare Kediri. As explained by the teacher at speak second speaking 
class: 
“Dalam proses pembelajaran kami selalu membuka 
dengan mengucapkan salam. Meskipun kita belajar 
bahasaa inggris tetapi kebanyakan kursusan dan 
pengajar yyang ada dikampung inggris Pare ini adalah 
muslim. Meski ada siswa yang non-muslim tidak apa-
apa, dari hal ini nanti kita juga bisa belajar toleransi 
(Tuesday, May 31
th
, 2017: interview with the teacher at 
speak second speaking class,)” 
Then, the teacher checked the students’ attendance by calling 
the students’ names one by one. After all done, the teacher asked the 
student of the day came forward to present the knowledge in front of 
the class as chosen in the previous meeting. The new knowledge 
presented by the student of the day was about entrepreneurship.  
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In presenting the new knowledge, the student of the day was 
given 10 minutes to present it. During the students presented the 
knowledge, the teacher wrote some vocabularies which was wrong 
in pronouncing or choosing the diction on the whiteboard. After that, 
the teacher explained to the students about the vocabularies.  
2) Main Activity 
Then, continued to the material on that day that was “what do 
you in class”. Before coming to the material, the teacher explained it 
in general. The students were invited to guess about the general 
explanation. The teacher sometimes asked one of students to make 
example about the teacher explanations. 
The teacher offered some questions which students should 
discuss with their friends in group. The questions were such as “tell 
me about your home town, where is your dream country for your 
next holiday, etc”. After that, the teacher asked the students to make 
a group. Each groups consisted 2 students. The students had to ask 
their group friends about the questions above, and it was alternate 
each others. 
The teacher monitored the students’ activities by moving 
around. After all done, the teacher asked some students to come 
forward randomly, and one of friends from other groups would give 
a question. During the students’ presentations, the teacher also 
corrected the students’ mispronunciations or forgets about the words 
in English. 
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3) Closing 
Before closing the meeting the teacher reminded the students 
to read their handbook, and prepared the next material. The teacher 
also gave motivation to the students to always study more over about 
English because English was interesting and easy to be learnt. The 
teacher also chose the students who would be the student of the day 
for next meeting. Then, the teacher closed the class by saying 
“WassalamualaikumWr. Wb”. Then, the students answered 
“Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”.  
b. The second observation 
The researcher joined the second meeting on Tuesday, June 30
th
, 
2017 in the classroom during the teaching process at speak second 
speaking class on that day. The teacher taught about speaking practice 
class on that day.  
1) Opening 
After entering the class, the teacher gave salam to the 
students, and the students answered the salam. The teacher greeted 
the students by asking their conditions. It made the students to be 
ready joining the class. As the teacher said below: 
“ya meskipun mereka sudah di level speak second, 
tetapi menurut saya basa-basi dengan sedikit guyonan 
akan mambantu siswa agar relax dan siap untuk 
belajar didalam kelas lagi mbak (Wednesday, May 30
th
, 
2017: interview with the teacher at intermediate 
speaking class,)” 
 
Then, the teacher checked the students’ attendance by calling 
the students’ one by one. There were 13 students joined the class. 
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The teacher let the student of the day to come forward to present the 
knowledge that she had prepared in front of the class. He presented 
about the history of Jakarta. He was given 10 minutes to present their 
knowledge. The teacher also wrote some vocabularies which was 
wrong, and explained it. After the student of the day presenting, the 
teacher gave occasion to other students to ask about the material 
presented. 
2) Main Activity 
Then, the teacher continued the class with the material would 
be discussed that da. It was about “Ice Breaker”. The teacher 
explained the text in handbook. The teacher invited the students to 
ask about the material that day. The students were allowed to give 
questions and the teacher asked other students to answer and discuss 
together. The teacher tried to give example by practicing with some 
students in the class. The teacher gave example how the form of ice 
breaker looked like.  
After that, the teacher asked the students to make a group/ 
partner. The students were asked to make a simple conversation 
using ice breaking. The students were given 20 minutes to prepare 
their conversation with their partner before presenting in front of the 
class. After that, the teacher asked some students to come forward 
randomly to present in front of the class. Almost all students had a 
opportunity to presents their conversation with their partners in front 
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of the class. During the students’ presentations, the teacher also 
corrected the students’ mispronunciations and vocabularies. 
3) Closing 
before closing the meeting the teacher motivated that ice 
breaking was needed in conversation. The teacher did not forget to 
choose the students who would be the student of the day for next 
meeting. Then, the teacher closed the class by saying 
“WassalamualaikumWr. Wb”. Then, the students answered 
“Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”.  
c. The third observation 
The next teaching learning process where the researcher joined 
was on Wednesday, May 31
st
, 2017. The class was opened at 10.30 wib. 
The speaking class that day was speaking vocabulary class.  
1) Opening  
The teacher opened the class by Assalamu’alaikum 
warahmatullahi wabarokatuh and the students answered 
waalaikumsalam warahmatullahi wabarokatuh. Then, the teacher 
checked the students’ attendance by calling the students’ names one 
by one. Starting from this time the researcher felt that the students of 
Daffodils English course at speak second speaking class had been 
confident, and most of them had been fluent to speak English. Such 
the interview with one of students said that: 
“memang ada perubahan yang cukup signifikan dari 
model pembelajaran ayang saya dapat di Daffodils ini 
mbak, saya merasa sekarang percaya diri kalau 
disuruh berbicara dengan bahasa inggris, tidak takut 
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salah lagi, saya juga merasa kalau kosakata saya juga 
meningkat sekarang” (Interview with students, 
Thursday, May 31
st
, 2017) 
 
The teacher allowed the student of the day came forward to 
present the knowledge in front of their friends. The new knowledge 
that day was about the history of south Thai. During the student 
presenting the knowledge, the teacher wrote some vocabularies 
which were wrong on the whiteboard, and explained the appropriate 
vocabularies. 
2) Main Activity  
The next, the teacher continued to the material on that day 
that was “do you do at home” and “food stalls”. The students were 
asked to mention what activities they did when they were at home, 
and what kind of things in food stalls. In this meeting, the students 
were asked to make a group. Each groups consisted 3 students. They 
were asked to make conversation about their activities at home and 
food stalls. The students were given 15 minutes to prepare their 
conversation. 
During this opportunity the teacher moved around to help the 
students who found difficulties in making their short speech.The 
teacher offered some questions which students should discuss with 
their friends in group. The questions were such as “tell me about 
your hobby, what is your favorite foods, etc”. The students had to 
ask their group friends about the questions above, and it was 
alternate each others. 
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The teacher monitored the students’ activities by moving 
around. After all done, the teacher asked some students to come 
forward randomly, and one of friends from other groups would give 
a question. The class became crowded because there were funny 
things from their friend presentation, such as their friends’ activities, 
hobbies, etc. During the students’ presentations, the teacher also 
corrected the students’ mispronunciation or forgot about the words in 
English. 
Then, the teacher asked 5 groups to present their 
conversation. The other students who did not get opportunity to 
come forward were pointed to ask. This model was made to 
minimalize the students’ boredom. This was such the interview with 
the English teacher below: 
“variasi model pembelajaran juga saya gunakan mbak, 
agar siswa tidak meras bosan serta memberikan 
kesempatan bagi siswa yang kurang aktif untuk bisa 
berkembang. Jadi perkembangan kemampuan siswa 
tidak timpang” (interview with English teacher, 
Monday, June 5th, 2017) 
 
3) Closing 
Before closing the meeting the teacher chose the students 
who would be the student of the day for next meeting. The teacher 
also made conclution togeher with students about material that day. 
Finally, the teacher closed the class by saying 
“WassalamualaikumWr. Wb”. Then, the students answered 
“Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”. 
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d. The fourth observation 
The researcher observed the fourth meeting On Thursday, June 
01
st
, 2017. The class began at 10.00 wib. The teacher taught at speak 
second speaking about speaking practice class on that day. There were 
some activities where the researcher joined in the classroom during the 
teaching learning process.  
1) Opening 
The teacher opened the class by Assalamu’alaikum 
warahmatullahi wabarokatuh and the students answered 
waalaikumsalam warahmatullahi wabarokatuh. Then, the teacher 
checked the students’ attendance by calling the students’ names one 
by one. After all done, the teacher asked the student of the day came 
forward to present the knowledge in front of the class. The new 
knowledge presented by the student of the day was about Love. In 
presenting the new knowledge, the student of the day was given 10 
minutes to present it.  
2) Main Activity 
Continued to the main activity, the teacher told the material 
discuss that day. The material on that day that was “Why Finland’s 
school are successful”. The teacher told the students about the 
condition of education in Indonesia. The students really paid 
attention to the teacher story. The teacher also asked to the students 
to participating during the teacher explanation. Teacher sometimes 
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asked one of students to make example about the teacher 
explanations. 
The teacher asked the students to analyze the story in their 
handbook about Finland’s school. Then, after that the students were 
asked to criticize about the condition of education in Indonesia. They 
also had to give suggestion about what the government do to 
improve the Indonesian education. In this meeting, the teacher did 
not ask the students to make a group. Each students were asked to 
analyze with their own opinion. The teacher monitored the students’ 
activities by moving around. The students looked enthusiastic to 
describe about how Indonesian education should be. 
After all done, the teacher asked some students to come 
forward to present their description about Indonesian education 
randomly. During the students’ presentations, the teacher also 
corrected the students’ mispronunciations or forgets about the words 
in English. 
3) Closing 
Before closing the meeting the teacher reminded the students 
to read their handbook, and prepared the next material. The teacher 
also did not forget to give motivation to the students. The teacher 
also chose the students who would be the student of the day for next 
meeting. Finally, the teacher closed the class by saying 
“WassalamualaikumWr. Wb”. Then, the students answered 
“Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”.  
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e. The fifth observation 
The researcher joined in the classroom teaching-learning process 
at speak second speaking class on Friday, June 02
nd
, 2017. The 
speaking class that day was speaking vocabulary class.  
1) Opening  
Entering the class, the teacher gave salam to the students, and 
the students answered the salam. The teacher did not forget to ask 
about the students’ conditions. Then, the teacher checked the 
students’ attendance by calling the students’ one by one. The teacher 
continued by asking the student of the day to come forward to 
present the knowledge that she had prepared in front of the class. 
The student of that day presented about the important of teacher. The 
teacher did not forget to write some vocabularies which was wrong, 
and explained it. 
2) Main Activity 
The teacher continued the class with the material would be 
discussed that day. It was about “simple idioms for conversation”. 
The teacher explained the function of idioms. The teacher invited the 
students to ask about the material that day, such as “what do you 
know about idioms guys?” or “how you use idioms?”. 
After that, the teacher asked the students to make a group. 
Each groups consisted 2 to 3 students. The students were asked to 
make a conversation using idioms with their groups. They could use 
idioms in their handbook. The teacher monitored the students’ 
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activities by moving around. She also helped group which did not 
know about the idioms or the meaning of a word in English. 
The next, the teacher asked some groups to come forward 
randomly to present about their group discussion results. During the 
groups’ presentations, the teacher also corrected the students’ 
mispronunciations and vocabularies. Most of the students were 
active participating the material, and their friends’ presentation. 
Idiom was a new thing that they know. It was related to the result of 
interview: 
R : “menurut kamu idiom itu bagaimana mbak?” 
S : “idiom itu seperti ungkapan untuk mengekpresikan 
sesuatu, tetapi memiliki singkatan atau ungkapan 
tersendiri. Dan idiom tidak bisa ditemukan didalam kamus 
mbak. Saya suka belajar idiom tadi, karena idiom 
merupakan hal yang baru bagi saya” (interview with a 
student,  Monday, June 5
th
, 2017) 
 
3) Closing 
Finally, before closing the meeting the teacher motivated the 
students to read more. By reading they would find new knowledge. 
The teacher also did not forget to choose the students who would be 
the student of the day for next meeting. Then, the teacher closed the 
class by saying “WassalamualaikumWr. Wb”. Then, the students 
answered “Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”.  
f. The sixth observation 
The next teaching learning process where the researcher joined 
was on Monday, June 05
th
, 2017. The speaking class that day was 
speaking practice class.  
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1) Opening  
The class was started at 10.30 wib. The teacher opened the 
class by Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarokatuh and the 
students answered waalaikumsalam warahmatullahi wabarokatuh. 
Then, the teacher checked the students’ attendance by calling the 
students’ speak second speaking class had been more confident to 
speak up, and most of them had been fluent to speak English.  
The teacher allowed the student of the day came forward to 
present the knowledge in front of their friends. The new knowledge 
that day was about a young entrepreneurship. During the student 
presenting the knowledge, the teacher wrote some vocabularies 
which were wrong on the whiteboard, and explained the appropriate 
vocabularies.  
2) Main Activity 
In main activity, the teacher continued to the material on that 
day that was “stress-signs-symptoms and how to manage it”. In this 
meeting, since the teacher entered the class, she managed herself 
looked upset and trouble. It made the students afraid, and made them 
keeping silence. The students were not asked to make a group. Then, 
the teacher told about her feeling. It made the students laught 
together, because they never saw their teacher such that condition.  
After the students understood, they were asked to make their 
opinion about how to manage their stress. The students had to make 
their opinion in the form of short speech. During this opportunity the 
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teacher moved around to help the students who found difficulties in 
making their short speech. The teacher offered some questions which 
students should discuss with their friends in group. The questions 
were such as “tell me about your home town, where is your dream 
country for your next holiday, etc”. The teacher monitored the 
students’ activities by moving around.  
After all done, the teacher asked some students to come 
forward randomly, and one of friends from other groups would give 
a question. During the students’ presentations, the teacher also 
corrected the students’ mispronunciation or forgot about the words in 
English. Then, the teacher asked some students to present their 
opinion about managing their stress. The other students who did not 
get opportunity to come forward were pointed to ask. This model 
was made to minimalize the students’ boredom.  
3) Closing  
The teacher closed the meeting by choosing the students who 
would be the student of the day for next meeting. The teacher also 
made conclusion about how to manage the stress together with 
students. Finally, the teacher closed the class by saying 
“WassalamualaikumWr. Wb”. Then, the students answered 
“Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”. 
 
 
g. The seventh observation 
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The next meeting where the researcher joined was on Tuesday, 
June 06
th
, 2017.The speaking class that day was speaking vocabulary 
class. It was the last meeting of speaking vocabulary class in this 
program.  
1) Opening  
the teacher gave salam to the students, and the students 
answered the salam. The teacher did not forget to greet the students 
by asking their conditions. Then, the teacher checked the students’ 
attendance by calling the students’ one by one. The teacher 
continued by asking the student of the day to come forward to 
present the knowledge that she had prepared in front of the class.  
The student of that day presented about the power of praying 
in 10 minutes. The teacher also wrote some vocabularies which was 
wrong, and explained it. After the student of the day presenting, the 
teacher gave occasion to other students to ask about the material 
presented. 
2) Main Activity 
Then, the teacher continued the class with the material would 
be discussed that day. It was about “emotion and feeling” and 
“practicing chatting in pairs”. The teacher invited the students to ask 
about the material that day. The students were allowed to give 
questions and the teacher asked other students to answer and discuss 
together. 
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After that, the teacher asked the students to make a group. 
Each groups consisted 2 students. The students were asked to discuss 
about emotion and feeling, and how to manage it with their groups. 
Each students had to tell about their emotion and feeling about 
somethings to their partner. They were given sixty minutes to 
prepare their conversation with their partner. The teacher just 
monitored the students’ activities by moving around from one group 
to others.  
The next, the teacher asked some students to come forward 
randomly to present about their friends’ emotion and feeling in their 
own words. During the students’ presentations, the teacher also 
corrected the students’ mispronunciations and vocabularies. The 
class also became funny and crowded, because they were 
participating the class and their friends’ presentation.  
3) Closing  
Finally, before closing the meeting the teacher motivated the 
students to study hard. Even that day was the last day they had 
teaching learning process at Daffodils English course, they could 
learn anything anywhere and anytime. The teacher asked the 
students’ apologize during her class. She also did not forget to 
choose the students who would be the student of the day for next 
meeting. Then, the teacher closed the class by saying 
“WassalamualaikumWr. Wb”. Then, the students answered 
“Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”.  
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h. The eighth meeting on Wednesday, June 07th, 2017 
The researcher joined the last meeting of teaching-learning 
process in speaking practice class at speak second class in Daffodils 
English course on Wednesday, June 07
th
, 2017.  
1) Opening 
The teacher opened the class by Assalamu’alaikum 
warahmatullahi wabarokatuh and the students answered 
waalaikumsalam warahmatullahi wabarokatuh. Then, the teacher 
checked the students’ attendance by calling the students’ names one 
by one.  
The teacher allowed the student of the day came forward to 
present the knowledge in front of their friends. The new knowledge 
that day was about the Globalization Era. During the student 
presenting the knowledge, the teacher wrote some vocabularies 
which were wrong on the whiteboard, and explained the appropriate 
vocabularies.  
2) Main Activity 
The next, the teacher continued to the material on that day 
that was “listening skill” and “inspiring people”. In this meeting, the 
students looked happy, but they also looked sad. It was because that 
day was their last meeting having teaching learning process. the 
teacher played the students a recording about a speech. The 
recording was from Mark Zuckerberg; the owner of Facebook. The 
students looked very paying attention to the speech recording.  
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After the speech recording done, the students were not asked 
to make a group, but they were asked to make their opinion about 
inspiring people. The students had to make their opinion in the form 
of short speech. They might make a speech about inspiring people 
from Indonesia, abroad or people around them. During this 
opportunity the teacher moved around to help the students who 
found difficulties in making their short speech. 
The teacher monitored the students’ activities by moving 
around. After all done, the teacher asked some students to come 
forward randomly. During the students’ presentations, the teacher 
also corrected the students’ mispronunciation or forgot about the 
words in English. In this meeting the class was over more than usual, 
because almost all students come forward presented their speech. 
The class was done at 12.00 o’clock. 
3) Closing  
Before closing the meeting the teacher also made conclusion 
about about material that day. Before closed the meeting, the teacher 
motivated the students to always study even they were not in 
Daffodils English course. Finally, the teacher closed the class by 
saying “WassalamualaikumWr. Wb”. Then, the students answered 
“Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”. 
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The result on teaching learning at speak second speaking class 
in Daffodils English course could be drawn as below: 
Table 4.1. The activities in teaching-learning process at speak second 
speaking class in Daffodils English course 
No. Day/ Date          Activities     Material 
Technique and 
Strategy Used 
 
1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
First 
meeting, 
Monday/ 
May 29
th
, 
2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
     The class was started at 
10.30 wib. They were 13 
students who joined the 
teaching learning process. 
The speaking class on that 
day was speaking 
vocabulary class, and the 
material taught on that day 
was about “What do you in 
class?”. 
       The students were 
asked by the teacher to be 
active. In the opening 
session, the teacher asked 
the students to mention the 
things in the class in 
English. Then, the teacher 
asked them to open their 
handbook, and asked to 
memorize the vocabularies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“What do you 
do in class?” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      The Technique 
used was discussion 
technique. The 
discussion in this 
meeting, the teacher 
asked the students to 
discuss to describe 
their hometown, 
their plane, etc. 
       The Strategy 
used was give some 
instruction. It means 
during the teaching 
learning process, the 
teacher asked the 
students to do some 
activities based on 
the material, such as 
mention the things in 
the class in English 
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2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Second 
meeting, 
Tuesday/ 
May 30
th
, 
2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       The second meeting 
was speaking practice class. 
The class was started at 
10.30 o’clock. The total 
students who were joined in 
the teaching –learning 
process were 13 students. 
The teacher was taught 
about “Ice Breaker”. 
        In the opening session, 
the teacher gave the 
students example by 
practicing with one, two 
students in the form of 
conversation. After that, the 
teacher asked the students to 
making group or partner to 
practice about ice breaker. 
The students were given 20 
minutes having practices 
with their partner. Then, the 
teacher asked them to come 
forward to present about ice 
breaking in front of the 
class. 
       Almost all students 
practiced in front of the 
class. I the end, the teacher 
conclude about the function 
of ice breaking and the 
types what the speaker 
avoid in ice breaking. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Ice 
Breaker” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     The Technique 
used was discussion. 
The students were 
asked to make a 
group to discuss the 
material and make a 
simple conversation 
using ice breaking 
     The Strategy used 
was group work, and 
asked the students 
speak the target 
language. The 
strategies were used 
by the teacher to 
train the students’ 
fluency in speaking 
and compactness  
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3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Third 
meeting, 
Wednesday/ 
May 31st, 
2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     In that day, the class was 
begun at 10.30 wib. All of 
the students joined the class. 
The class was speaking 
vocabulary class. The 
material on that day was 
“do you do at home” and 
“food stalls”. 
       In this occasion the 
students were asked to tell 
their daily activities at 
home, and things in food 
stall. The students were 
given 15 minutes to 
memorize the vocabularies 
on their handbook. Then, 
they were asked to present 
the vocabularies in a short 
story. The teacher also 
asked the students to 
prepare both materials, 
because the calling students 
who present would be called 
randomly. 
      The class became 
crowd, because during the 
students’ presentation a 
short story there were funny 
things, such the students’ 
activities, their hobbies, etc. 
in this occasion the teacher 
also corrected the students’ 
grammar mistake. 
 
 
“What Do 
you do at 
home” 
and 
“Food 
Stall” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    The Technique 
used was 
Discussion. The 
students were asked 
to discuss about the 
materials then 
memorize the 
vocabularies and 
asked making a short 
story in group. 
     The Strategy used 
was based activity 
on case language, 
and give some 
instructions. The 
students were asked 
to make 
conversation with 
their groups about 
their activities at 
home and footstall. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fourth 
meeting, 
Thursday/ 
June 01
st
, 
2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      The class on that day 
was speaking practice class. 
The class was opened at 
10.00 wib. The material on 
that day was about “Why 
Finland’s schools are so 
successful”. 
      The teacher told the 
students about the condition 
of education in Indonesia. 
The students really paid 
 
“Why 
Finland’s 
school are so 
successful” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  The Technique 
used was Discussion 
and problem solving. 
In problem solving. 
The technique, 
students were asked 
to analyze about the 
material that day, 
about findland’s 
school, then they had 
to compare with 
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attention to the teacher. 
Then, in the main activities, 
the teacher asked the 
students to analyze the story 
in their handbook about 
Finland’s school, and 
criticized about 
Indonesian’s school, and 
also gave suggestion what 
should government do for 
education. During the 
implementation of this 
material, the students 
looked enthusiastic. 
 
 
 
Indonesian 
education/school. 
Discussion  
    The technique was 
used by the teacher 
to asked the students 
to criticize about 
Indonesian 
government should 
do. 
      The Strategy 
used was based 
activity on case 
language, ask the 
students to speak the 
target language. The 
strategies used to 
train the students’ 
fluency in speaking 
where they had to 
deliver their opinion 
orally. 
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Fifth 
meeting, 
Friday/ June 
02
nd
, 2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     That day was speaking 
vocabulary class. The 
teacher taught about 
“simple idioms for 
conversation” as the 
material in the handbook. 
Before implementing the 
material, the teacher 
explained about the material 
discusses that day. 
      Then, after the teacher 
finished explaining the 
material, the teacher asked 
the students to make a 
group, and then made a 
conversation using idioms 
on their handbook. 
      Finally, some groups of 
the students were asked to 
present their discussion in 
front of the class. Most of 
the students were active 
participating the material. 
“Simple 
idioms for 
conversation” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   The Technique 
used was 
Discussion. The 
students were asked 
to discuss the idioms 
on their handbook 
with their partner 
/group. They had to 
know how to use 
idioms in 
conversation 
   The Strategy used 
was Group work and 
based activity on 
case language. The 
strategies used, the 
students had to make 
conversation with 
their partners then 
presented it in front 
of class.  
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Sixth 
meeting, 
Monday/ 
June 05
th
, 
2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     On that day was 
speaking practice class. The 
class was started at 10.00 
wib. The teacher taught 
about “stress-sign, 
symptoms and how to 
manage it”. The teacher 
entered the class, but she 
looked very upset and 
trouble. It made the students 
afraid, so they were more 
keeping silent. 
      Then, the teacher told 
about their feeling, and the 
the students understood 
about what the teacher did. 
They were laugh together. 
After explaining the 
material, the teacher asked 
several students to practice 
directly about having stress, 
and other friends gave 
suggestions. 
“Stress-sign, 
symptoms, 
and how to 
manage it” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    The Technique 
used was Discussion 
and role play. 
Discussion, the 
students were asked 
to discuss the 
material then, they 
had to make a role 
play or short drama 
about the material. 
    The Strategy used 
was based activity 
on case language, 
and speak the target 
language. The 
strategies were used 
by the teacher to ask 
the students 
presented their 
discussion result and 
played the drama. 
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Seventh 
meeting, 
Tuesday
/ June 
06
th
, 
2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     The meeting on that 
day of speaking 
vocabulary class was the 
last meeting of the 
program. The teacher 
taught about “emotion 
and feeling” and 
“practice chatting in 
pairs”. 
Before implementing 
the materials, the 
teacher asked the 
students of speaking 
intermediate class to 
make a group/ partners. 
Each groups had to tell 
to their partner about 
their emotions and 
feelings about 
somethings. During this 
 
“Emotion 
and 
Feeling”, 
and 
“Practice 
chatting 
pairs” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    The Technique 
used was Discussion 
and role play. 
Discussion, the 
students were asked 
to discuss the 
material then, they 
had to make a role 
play or short drama 
about the material. 
      The Strategy 
used was Group 
work and speak the 
target language. The 
strategies were used 
by the teacher to ask 
the students 
presented their 
discussion result and 
played the drama. 
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activities, the teacher 
just monitored the 
students activities, and 
moved around from one 
group to others. Sixteen 
minutes was the students 
time. Then, finally the 
teacher asked almost all 
groups to presents about 
their friends’ emotions 
and feelings. All of the 
students were active 
participating this class. 
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Eight 
meeting, 
Wednesday/ 
June 07
th
, 
2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As the last meeting 
of the program for 
intermediate speaking 
class, the material on 
that day was about 
“listening skill” and 
“inspiring people”. The 
students looked happy, 
but they also looked sad, 
because that day was the 
last day they had 
teaching learning in 
Daffodils English 
course. 
As the material that 
day, the teacher played 
the students about 
speech of inspiring 
people. The speech 
recording that day was 
from the owner  of 
Facebook; Mark 
Zuckerberd. All of the 
 
“Listening 
Skill”, and 
“Inspiring 
People” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
   The Technique 
used was 
Discussion. The 
students were asked 
to make a group to 
discuss about the 
materials.  
      The Strategy 
used was based 
activity on case 
language, and ask to 
speak the target 
language. The 
strategies  were used 
to control the 
students’ attention 
trough listening to 
listen a speech from 
recorder. Then, they 
present the 
discussion result in 
front of the class. 
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students paid attention 
listening to the speech 
recording. The speech 
record was around 10 
minutes. 
After that, the 
teacher asked about 
what Mark talk about. 
Then, after the students 
knew, the teaher asked 
to them to make a 
speech about inspiring 
people. They might 
someone who come 
from Indonesia, abroad, 
or people around them. 
Finally, the students 
were asked to present 
their speech in front of 
the class one by one. 
The class was closed 
12.00 o’clock. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. The Teaching Speaking Techniques and Strategies Used By The 
Teacher 
During the teaching-learning process, the researcher observed all the 
activities done in the classroom. As the research problems of the research, 
the researcher also looked for the techniques and strategies used in 
teaching-learning in speak second speaking class by doing observation and 
interview with the teacher. 
In the observation, the researcher found several techniques in 
teaching-learning process applied by the teacher, such as by using problem 
solving, and discussions techniques. The technique and strategies used by 
the teacher were describe as follow: 
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a. Problem solving 
Problem solving technique was used by the teacher to manage the 
students, so they could get opportunity to have new information or 
other opinions about somethings. It made the students be autonomous 
and also could improve their vocabularies. As the result of interview 
with the teacher: 
Teacher   : what do you think about a stress? Any one 
knows? 
Students   : (the students raise their hands to have 
opportunity to deliver their opinions) 
Teacher  : ok, you are mr. Candra. (the teacher 
pointed one of students) 
Students   :in my opinion, stress is feeling where i am really up 
set. It’s really terrible. In Indonesia, it name is 
Galau 
Students : (the stuudents in class are laugh) 
 
Problem solving technique also helped the teacher to control each 
students about their speaking, their activeness, their pronunciation, etc. 
Problem solving technique also invited the students who were shy to 
speak up. It also stimulated the students to be more critize to their 
surroundings.  
Based on the description above, the researcher concluded that the 
teacher used this technique was to control the students class activeness 
and to improve the students confident in delivering opinions. The 
teacher used that technique also effected to the students’ careness, 
critical thinking, etc.  
b. Discussion  
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The second is the teacher asked the students to work in group to 
discuss something.  
Teacher  : now, i want you to make a group, which 
consists of 3 students each group. 
Students  : (diresctly the students making a group) 
 
Based on observation of activity, the researcher concluded that the 
teacher chose discussion to improve students’ communicative context. 
Other purposes were to make te students easy in having social part. It was 
because most of the students in Daffodils English course are coming from 
different provinces. 
While, the strategies used by the teacher in teaching-learning in 
intermediate speaking class, the researcher also found some findings 
during the teaching-learning process at speak second speaking class in 
Daffodils English course. 
During the observation in teaching-learning process at speak second 
speaking class, the teacher used some strategies; they were:  
a. group work,  
b. keep students to speak the target language, and  
c. give some instructions or trainings in discussion skill.  
The strategies used by the teacher were also explained as the 
interview with teacher below: 
Peneliti : kalau boleh tahu kenapa ibu menggunakan 
strategi pembelajaran tersebut? 
Guru : ya saya merasa kalau menggunakan model 
seperti itu kita sebagai guru dapat 
mengkontrol keaktifan siswa mbak, serta bisa 
mengamati siswa yang aktif dan yang kurang 
sehingga bisa dikembangkan 
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B. Discussion 
In the discussion, the researcher focuses on the finding of two 
research questions. They are about the process of teaching-learning at speak 
second speaking class in the Daffodils English course, and the teaching 
technique and strategy used in teaching–learning process at speak second in 
the Daffodils English course. The discussions are described below: 
1. The process of teaching-learning at speak second speaking class in the 
Daffodils English course 
In attempt to make the teaching-learning process successful, the 
teacher should consider some factors. According to Nunan in Nerri 
(2012:10) formulates what is mean by teaching speaking: a) Produce in 
English speech sounds and sounds patterns, b) Use word and sentence 
stress interaction patterns and the rhythm of the second language, c) Select 
appropriate and sentence according to the proper social set intuition and 
subject matter, d) Organize their thoughts in a meaningful and logical 
sequence, e) Use language as a means of expressing values judgments, 
f)Use the language quickly and confidently with unnatural pause which 
called fluency. 
Another opinion about teaching English is also described by Nunan 
(2003: 55) proposes at least four principles for teaching speaking: a) Give 
students practice with both fluency and accuracy, b) Provide opportunities 
for students to talk by using group work or pair, c) Plan speaking tasks that 
involve negotiation for meaning, d) Design classroom activities that 
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involve guidance and practice in both transactional and interactional 
speaking. 
Based on description above, teaching speaking is a process which 
the way of students can express their emotions, communicative needs, 
interact to other person in any situation, and influence the others. For this 
reason in teaching speaking skill, it is needed or necessary to have easy 
understanding in speech. 
In this case, the teacher in Daffodils English course considered that 
factors, that was by considering the students produce in English speech 
sounds and sounds patterns. In employing this factor, the teacher asked the 
students to make short speech then they had to present in front of the class. 
Then, teacher used the language quickly and confidently with unnatural 
pause which called fluency. By employing their instructional purposes in 
teaching, the teacher hoped the student could improve their confident and 
become critical man.  
The teacher also provides opportunities to students to show their 
ability in speaking. By giving opportunities and practices the students 
would develop their skill in speaking. Providing them a chance to speech 
in front of class is one of way used by teacher in Daffodils English course. 
Asking the students to make a group is to facilitate students to practice and 
analyze about friend’s pronunciation, grammatical, and give them 
preparation before presenting in front of class. 
The teacher of Daffodils English course also paid attention about 
the component of speaking. Thornbury (2005:127) proposes four 
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categories which are used to test speaking:  grammar and vocabulary, 
discourse management, pronunciation, and interactive communication 
From the research finding, the teaching-learning process at 
intermediate speaking class, the teacher also paid attention about the 
component of speaking; such as pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary, 
and interactive communication. The teacher correct the students’ 
mispronunciation, grammatical, and the diction used. The teacher also 
gave the other students who were not the students of the day to ask or give 
comment about their friends’ presentation. 
2. The teaching speaking technique and strategy at speak second speaking 
class in the Daffodils English course 
From the result of the research findings above, this second problem 
of the research can be answered about the teaching speaking technique and 
strategy at speak second speaking class in the Daffodils English course. 
a.  The teaching speaking technique used by the teacher 
Based on the result of research finding above the teacher at 
Speak Second speaking skill in Daffodils uses some techniques. The 
techniques used are problem solving, and discussion.  
Based on the findings above, those are appropriate with the 
experts’ arguments. According to Fauziati (2009: 18) there are some 
types of technique that can be applied in speaking classroom: a) Role 
Play, b) Games, c) Problem Solving, d) Songs, e) Discussions. From the 
result of interview with teacher in Daffodils English course used 
techniques of problem solving and discussion. Those all used to 
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improve the students speaking skill as their needs. They also can correct 
about their friends’ missing of pronunciation or grammatical. Problem 
solving technique can be used to make the students active during the 
teaching learning process. Discussion technique can train the students’ 
cares, compactness, and confident. 
b. The teaching speaking strategy used by the teacher 
Based on the result of research finding above the teacher at 
Speak Second speaking skill in Daffodils uses some strategies. The 
strategies are group work, train the students, and ask the students speak 
the target language.  
The strategy in teaching speaking used Ur (1996:121) stated some 
strategies for teaching speaking. They are: a) Use the group work, b) 
Base the activity on case language, c) Give some instruction or training 
in discussion skills, d) Keep students to speak the target language. 
From the result of interview with teacher in Daffodils English 
course, the strategies used were group work, and give some instruction 
or training in discussion skill. Those all used to improve the students 
speaking skill as their needs. By using group work, the students can 
develop their skill in speaking. They also can correct about their 
friends’ missing of pronunciation or grammatical. strategy of training 
discussion skill can be used to make the students active during the 
teaching learning process. They also can train the students’ cares, 
compactness, and confident.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the findings and discussions in the previous chapter, the 
researcher concluded the teaching-learning process at speak second speaking 
class in the Daffodils English course, and the technique and strategy used by 
the teacher at speak second speaking class in the Daffodils English coures. 
The conclusions are as follows: 
1. The teaching-learning process at speak second speaking skill in the 
Daffodils English course 
In the teaching-learning process, the teacher did some procedures, 
such as opening, main activity and closing. First is opening, in the opening 
procedure, the teacher opened the class by giving salamto the studentsm 
and they answered the teacher’s salam. After that, the teacher checked the 
students’ attendance list and directly asked the students of the day to come 
forward to deliver the new knowledge which had prepared. The next, the 
teacher explained aboutthe material discussed that day.  
In main activity, after giving understanding about material would be 
discussed, the teacher asked te students to make a group which consisted 3 
students each group. Some time the teacher also asked the students to do 
individually; it was based on the material discussed. After the students 
discussed the material with their friends in group, the teacher pointed some 
students from different group to come forward present abaoutthe result of 
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group discussion. The teacher also asked the other students to ask to the 
presentation man.  
Then, the last activity is closing. Before the teacher closed the 
meeting, motivate them, and chose the student as the student of the day for 
the next meeting. 
2. The techniques and strategy used by the teacher in teaching-learning at 
speak second speaking skill in the Daffodils English course 
The technique and strategy used in teaching-learning process at 
speak second speaking class in the Daffodils English course, the teacher 
used problem solving and discussion techniquesand the strategies used 
were group work, and give some instruction or training in discussion 
skill.Those all were used to improve the students’ speaking skill as their 
needs.  
Problem solving, and discussion techniques are useful to invites the 
students to improve their ability in speaking. Both techniques also can 
manage the students to be more creative, critical thinking, and care to their 
surroundings. The use of those technique is considered to their needs as 
they join in Daffodils English course. The students also can get new 
vocabularies or knowledge in discussion with their partners or friends. 
The strategies use aregroup work, and give some instruction or 
training in discussion skill. Using those strategies, the teacher synchronize 
with the technique used in teaching-learning process which it to develop 
the students’ critical thinking, creative and cares. They are given chance to 
correcttheir friends’ missing of pronounciation or grammatical. The 
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strategy of training discussion skill can be used to make the students active 
during the teaching learning process. They also could train the students’ 
compactness, and confident.  
 
B. Suggestion 
After the researcher draws conclusion of teaching-learning process at 
speak second speaking skillin Daffodils English course, Pare, kediri, East 
Java, the researcher would like to give some suggestions for some parts as 
follows; 
1. For the teacher  
a. The teacher should be able to make the students learn actively, 
especially during teaching learning process. 
b. The teacher should create the situation of the teaching-learningprocess 
at speak second speaking class more innovatively. 
c. The teacher must be more creative and attractive in teaching activity, 
especially more creative in choosing the materials as the developing of 
era. 
2. For the institutions 
a. Emphasize the teachers to use an interesting method in teaching 
learning process. 
b. Make a training program for teachers to create a new creative method. 
c. Encourage the facilities in the course in order to make teaching-learning 
process being varieties. 
3. To the other researchers 
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This research can be used as a reference to the other researchers. The 
researcher knows that this research paper can notgive many contributions 
in English teaching-learning process especially in speaking skill. This 
research hopefully can be developed by the other researchers in conducting 
the same research. The researcher realizes that this research paper is not 
perfect. There are many weaknesses of this research because of the limited 
skills of the researcher, and the time of the research. Hopefully, this 
research can be used as the reference for other researchers who want 
complete the research in different point.  
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Appendices 1.  Field note of Research 
FIELDNOTE 
 
Name of Class : Speaking Vocabulary class 
Participants  : 13 Students 
Place   : Classroom 
Time   : Tuesday, May 30th, 2017, at 08.40 a.m 
 
The researcher did observation on Tuesday, May 30
th
, 2017. The teacher 
taught at intermediate speaking on that day. There were some activities where the 
researcher joined in the classroom during the teaching learning process. This was 
the first time for the researcher joining the teaching learning process in the class. 
The class was started at 10.00 am. The researcher sat on the corner-back of the 
class. This class consisted of 13 students. 
The class looked active started from the beginning of the class. The 
students at intermediate speaking class tried practicing their speaking by 
communicating with their friends or memorizing somethings and spoke with their 
self. The teacher opened the class by Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi 
wabarokatuh and the students answered wassalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi 
wabarokatuh. The teacher checked the students’ attendance by calling the 
students’ names one by one. The student of the day was asked to come forward to 
present the knowledge in front of the class as chosen in the previous meeting. He 
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presented about entrepreneurship, and was given 10 minutes to present his 
presentation.  
The teacher continued the class to the material on that day that was “what 
do you in class”. The students were asked to discuss the material with their friends 
in group. The teacher offered some questions related to the material on that day. 
The questions related to material were such as “tell me about your home town, 
where is your dream country for your next holiday, etc”. The students had to ask 
their group friends about the questions above, and it was alternate each others. 
The teacher monitored the students’ activites by moving around. After all done, 
the teacher asked some students to come forward randomly, and one of friends 
from other groups would give a question. During the students’ presentations, the 
teacher also corrected the students’ mispronunciations or forgets about the words 
in English. 
In the closing, the teacher motivated the students to always study more 
over about English. Then, the teacher chose the students who would be the student 
of the day for next meeting. Finally, the teacher closed the class by saying 
“Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb”, and the students answered “Waalaikumsalam 
Wr.Wb”. The researcher and the teacher together left the class. 
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FIELDNOTE 
 
Name of Class : Speaking Practice class 
Participants  : 13 Students 
Place   : Classroom 
Time   : Wednesday, May 31st, 2017, at 10.00 a.m 
 
The researcher joined the meeting on Wednesday, May 31
st
, 2017 in the 
classroom during the teaching process at intermediate speaking class on that day. 
This was the second day of observation. The teacher taught in speaking practice 
class on that day. That day as usually the researcher came to school and then the 
researcher met with the teacher of speaking practice. The researcher and the 
researcher went to the classroom. After entered in the classroom, the researcher 
took a seat at the corner.  
The teacher opened the class by greeting the students, checking students’ 
attendance list. Then, the teacher let the student of the day to come forward to 
present the knowledge that she had prepared in front of the class. She presented 
about the history of Jakarta. The teacher also wrote some vocabularies which was 
wrong, and explained it. In this occation, the teacher allowed the students to ask 
about the material presented by the student of the day. 
Then, the teacher continued the class with the material would be 
discussed that day. The material was about “Ice Breaker”. The teacher explained 
the material discussed that day, and invited the students to ask about the material. 
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The students were allowed to ask, and the teacher asked other students to answer 
and discuss together about the questions. The teacher also gave example about ice 
breaking by asking two students practiced in front of the class. The teacher gave 
example how the form of ice breaker looked like.  
In main activity, the teacher asked the students to make a group/ partner. 
They were asked to make a simple conversation with their partners using ice 
breaking. They were only given 20 minutes to prepare their conversation, then, 
they had to present it in front of the class.  
Before closing the meeting the teacher motivated the students, and chose 
the students of the day for next meeting. Then, the teacher closed the class by 
saying “Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb”. Then, the students answered 
“Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”. 
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FIELDNOTE 
 
Name of Class : Speaking Vocabulary class 
Participants  : 13 Students 
Place   : Classroom 
Time   : Thursday, June 1
st
, 2017, at 08.40 a.m 
 
The next teaching learning process where the researcher joined was on 
Thursday, June 1
st
, 2017. The class was opened at 08.40 wib. The speaking class 
that day was speaking vocabulary class. The teacher opened the class by 
Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarokatuh and the students answered 
wassalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarokatuh. Then, the teacher checked the 
students’ attendance. The students of Daffodils English course at intermediate 
speaking class had looked confident, and most of them had been fluent to speak 
English. 
The teacher allowed the student of the day came forward to present the 
knowledge in front of the class; the history of south Thai. During the student 
presenting the knowledge, the teacher wrote some vocabularies which were wrong 
on the whiteboard, and explained the appropriate vocabularies. 
The material on that day that was “do you do at home” and “food stalls”. 
The students were asked to mention what activities they did when they were at 
home, and what kind of things in food stalls. The students were asked to make a 
group. Each groups consisted 2 to 3 students. They were asked to make 
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conversation about their activities at home and food stalls. The students were 
given 15 minutes to prepare their conversatio. The teacher moved around to help 
the students who found difficulties in making their short conversation. The teacher 
offered some questions which students should discuss with their friends in group, 
such as “tell me about your hobby, what is your favorite foods, etc”. The students 
had to ask their group friends about the questions above, and it was alternate each 
others. 
After all done, the teacher asked some students to come forward 
randomly, and one of friends from other groups would give a question. The class 
became crowded because there were funny things from their friends’ presentation. 
During the students’ presentations, the teacher also corrected the students’ 
mispronunciation or forgot about the words in English.  
Before closing the meeting the teacher chose the students who would be 
the student of the day for next meeting. The teacher also made conclution together 
with students about material that day. Finally, the teacher closed the class by 
saying “Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb”. Then, the students answered 
“Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”. 
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FIELDNOTE 
 
Name of Class : Speaking Practice class 
Participants  : 13 Students 
Place   : Classroom 
Time   : Friday, June 2
nd
, 2017, at 10.00 a.m 
 
The researcher observed the fourth meeting On Friday, June 2nd, 2017. 
The class began at 10.00 wib. The teacher taught at intermediate speaking about 
speaking practice class on that day. The teacher opened the class, checked the 
students’ attendance, and asked the student of the day came forward to present the 
knowledge in front of the class. The new knowledge presented by the student of 
the day was about Love.  
In main activity, the teacher told the material discuss that day; “Why 
Finland’s school are successful”. The teacher told the students about the condition 
of education in Indonesia. The students really paid attention to the teacher story. 
The teacher also asked to the students to participating during the teacher 
explanation. Teacher sometimes asked one of students to make example about the 
teacher explanations. 
The teacher asked the students to analyze the story in their handbook 
about Finland’s school, and asked them to criticize about the condition of 
education in Indonesia. Each students were asked to analyze with their own 
opinion. The teacher monitored the students’ activites by moving around. The 
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students looked enthusiastic to describe about how Indonesian eduaction should 
be. After all done, the teacher asked some students to come forward to present 
their description about Indonesian education randomly. During the students’ 
presentations, the teacher also corrected the students’ mispronunciations or forgets 
about the words in English. 
Before closing, the teacher reminded the students to always read their 
handbook. The teacher also did not forget to give motivation to the students, and 
also chose the students who would be the student of the day for next meeting. 
Finally, the teacher closed the class by saying “Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb”. 
Then, the students answered “Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”.  
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FIELDNOTE 
 
Name of Class : Speaking Vocabulary class 
Participants  : 13 Students 
Place   : Classroom 
Time   : Monday, June 5th, 2017, at 08.40 a.m 
 
The researcher joined in the classroom teaching-learning process at 
intermediate speaking class on Monday, June 5
th
, 2017. The speaking calss that 
day was speaking vocabulary class. Entering the class, the teacher gave salam to 
the students, and they answered the salam. The teacher asked about the students’ 
conditions, then, checked the students’ attendance. The teacher asked the student 
of the day to come forward to present the knowledge. The student of that day 
presented about the important of teacher. The teacher did not forget to write some 
vocabularies which was wrong, and explained it. 
The teacher continued the class with the material would be discussed; 
“simple idioms for conversation”. The teacher explained the function of idioms. 
The teacher invited the students to ask about the material that day, such as “what 
do you know about idioms guys?” or “how you use idioms?”. After that, the 
teacher asked the students to make a group consisted 2 to 3 students. The students 
were asked to make a conversation using idioms with their groups. They could use 
idioms in their handbook.  
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The teacher monitored the students’ activities by moving around. She 
also helped group which did not know about the idioms or the meaning of a word 
in English. The next, the teacher asked some groups to come forward randomly. 
Most of the students were active paticipating the material, and their friends’ 
presentation. Idiom was a new thing that they know.  
Finally, before closing the meeting the teacher motivated the students, 
and also chose the students who would be the student of the day for next meeting. 
Then, the teacher closed the class by saying “Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb”, and 
the students answered “Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”. The teacher left the class. 
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FIELDNOTE 
 
Name of Class : Speaking Practice class 
Participants  : 13 Students 
Place   : Classroom 
Time   : Tuesday, June 6
th
, 2017, at 10.00 a.m 
 
The next teaching learning process where the researcher joined was on 
Tuesday, June 6
th
, 2017. The speaking class that day was sepaking prcatice class. 
The class was started at 10.00 wib. After the teacher opened the class, she checked 
the students’ attendance by calling the students’ names one by one. The students 
had been more confident to speak up, and most of them had been fluent to speak 
English. The teacher allowed the student of the day came forward to present the 
knowledge in front of their friends. The new knowledge that day was about a 
young entrepreneurship.  
In main activity, the teacher continued to the material on that day that 
was “stress-signs-symptoms and how to manage it”. In this meeting, since the 
teacher entered the class, she told the researcher that she would manage herself 
looked upset and trouble. It made the students afraid, and made them keeping 
silence. The students were not asked to make a group. Then, the teacher told about 
her feeling. It made the students laught together, because they never saw their 
teacher such that condition. 
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Then, they were asked to make their opinion about how to manage their 
stress. The students had to make with their opinion in the form of short speech. 
During this opportunity the teacher moved around to help the students who found 
difficulties in making their short speech. Then, the teacher asked some students to 
come forward randomly, and other students who did not get opportunity to come 
forward were pointed to ask. During the students’ presentations, the teacher also 
corrected the students’ mispronunciation or forgot about the words in English. 
This model was made to minimalize the students’ boredom. 
The teacher closed the meeting by chosing the students who would be the 
student of the day for next meeting, and made conclution about how to manage 
the stress togeher with students. Finally, the teacher closed the class by saying 
“Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb”. Then, the students answered “Waalaikumsalam 
Wr.Wb”. 
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FIELDNOTE 
 
Name of Class : Speaking Vocabulary class 
Participants  : 13 Students 
Place   : Classroom 
Time   : Wednesday, June 7
th
, 2017, at 08.40 a.m 
 
The next meeting where the researcher joined was on Wednesday, June 
7
th
, 2017. The speaking class that day was speaking vocabulary class. It was the 
last meeting of speaking vocabulary class in this program. It was the last day of 
speaking vocabulary class. In opening, The teacher gave salam to the students. 
Then, she checked the students’ attendance. The teacher continued by asking the 
student of the day to come forward to present the knowledge. The teacher also 
gave occasion to other students to ask about the knowledge presented. 
Then, the teacher continued the class with the material would be 
discussed that day about; “emotion and feeling” and “practicing chatting in pairs”. 
The students were allowed to give questions and the teacher asked other students 
to answer and discuss together. After that, the teacher asked the students to make 
a group. Each groups consisted 2 students. The students were asked to discuss 
about emotion and feeling, and how to manage it with their groups. Each students 
had to tell about their emotion and feeling about somethings to their partner. They 
were given sixty minutes to prepare their conversation with their partner. The 
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teacher just monitored the students’ activities by moving around from one group 
to others.  
The next, the teacher asked some students to come forward randomly to 
present about their friends’ emotion and feeling in their own words. During the 
students’ presentations, the teacher also corrected the students’ mispronunciations 
and vocabularies. The class also became funny and crowded, because they were 
participating the class and their friends’ presentation.  
Finally, before closing the meeting the teacher motivated the students to 
study hard. The teacher asked the students’ appologize during her class. She also 
did not forget to choose the students who would be the student of the day for next 
meeting. Then, the teacher closed the class by saying “Wassalamualaikum Wr. 
Wb”. Then, the students answered “Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”. 
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FIELDNOTE 
 
Name of Class : Speaking Practice class 
Participants  : 18 Students 
Place   : Classroom 
Time   : Thursday, June 8
th
, 2017, at 10.00 a.m 
 
The researcher joined the last meeting of teaching-learning process in 
speaking practice class at intermediate class in Daffodils English course on 
Thursday, June 8
th
, 2017. It was the last day of speaking practice class and the last 
day of teaching process of the program speaking at intermediate speaking or 
Speak Second. 
The teacher opened the class, then, checked the students’ attendance, and 
allowed the student of the day came forward to present the knowledge in front of 
their friends. The new knowledge that day was about the Globalization Era. 
During the student presenting the knowledge, the teacher wrote some vocabularies 
which were wrong on the whiteboard, and explained the appropriate vocabularies.  
In main activity, the teacher came to the material on that day; “listening 
skill” and “inspiring people”. In this meeting, the students looked happy, but they 
also looked sad. May be because it was their last meeting having teaching learning 
process. The teacher played the students a recording about a speech, from Mark 
Zuckerberg; the owner of facebook. The students looked very paying attention to 
the speech recording.  
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After the speech recording done, the students were asked their opinion 
about inspiring people. They had to make their opinion in the form of short 
speech. The speech about inspiring people from Indonesia, abroad or people 
around them. During this opportunity the teacher moved around to help the 
students who found difficulties in making their short speech. 
The teacher monitored the students’ activities by moving around. After 
all done, the teacher asked some students to come forward randomly. During the 
students’ presentations, the teacher also corrected the students’ mispronunciation 
or forgot about the words in English. In this meeting the class was over more than 
usual, because almost all students come forward presented their speech. The class 
was done at 12.00 o’clock. 
Before closing the meeting the teacher also made conclution about 
material that day. Before closed the meeting, the teacher motivated the students to 
always study even they were not in Daffodils English course. Finally, the teacher 
closed the class by saying “Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb”. Then, the students 
answered “Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”. 
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Appendix 2: Interview 
Interview with English Teacher 
 
Day / date  : Tuesday, May 30th, 2017 
Time   : 10.00 
Place    : Daffodils English Course 
Method  : Interview  
Researcher (R) : Aini Fitriyah 
Source (S)  : Puri Apriliana (Speaking Vocabulary teacher at Speak 
Second Speaking class) 
 
 
R : Assalamualaikum miss, exuseme 
S : Waalaikumsalam, ya mbak silakan duduk 
R : Saya Aini Fitriyah yang akan melakukan penelitian tentang speaking di 
Daffodils miss. Bolehkan saya meminta waktu sebentar untuk melakukan 
interview dengan anda miss? 
S : Oh, iya mbak, silakan. 
R : Kalau boleh tahu nama lengkap miss siapa? Dan berasal dari mana? 
S : Nama saya is Puri Apriliana, berasal dari Kediri, tetapi disini biasa 
dipanggil Puri. 
R : Hmmm.., sudah berapa lama miss Puri mengajar di Daffodil? 
S : Kurang lebih hampir 2 tahun mbak. Semenjak lulus dari kuliah kemudian 
les disini dan diminta untuk mengajar disini akhirnya. 
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R : Berkaitan dengan penelitian yang saya lakukan, bisakah Miss 
mendiskripsikan tentang kelas yang miss ajar saat ini? Khususnya di kelas 
Speak Second (intermediate speaking class)? 
S : Kelas Speak Second itu terbagi dalam dua kegiatan yaitu speaking 
vocabulary dan speaking practice. Dari level ini bisa saya katakan bahwa 
ini adalah tatangan tersendiri mbak, karena siswa yang mengambil Speak 
Second pasti sudah memiliki dasar bahasa Inggris. Namun dari 
pengalaman disini, kebanyakan siswa meski memiliki dasar bahasa 
inggris, tetapi mereka tidak mempunyai keberanian untuk mengungkapkan 
sesuatu dangan bahasa inggris mereka. Keberanian dari siswa belum 
terbangun, jadi disini (Daffodils English course) kami mengajarkan 
bagaimana mengembangkan keberanian (confident) siswa untuk berbicara 
menggunakan bahasa inggris. Diantaranya dengan banyak diskusi baik 
didalam kelas atau pun diluar kegiatan pembelajaran. Sehingga siswa 
dapat mengembangkan bahasa inggris mereka, serta mereka bisa lebih 
fluent dalam berbicara English. 
R : Pertanyaan selanjutnya miss, dari proses pembelajaran tadi saya 
mengamati diawali dengan salam, apakah semua siswa yang kursus disini 
muslim?  
S : Oh., Dalam proses pembelajaran kami selalu membuka dengan 
mengucapkan salam. Meskipun kita belajar bahasa inggris tetapi 
kebanyakan kursusan dan pengajar yang ada dikampung inggris Pare ini 
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adalah muslim. Meski ada siswa yang non-muslim tidak apa-apa, dari hal 
ini nanti kita juga bisa belajar toleransi mbak. 
R  : Oh begitu ya miss, emmm… baiklah kalau begitu miss, saya rasa itu dulu 
yang bisa saya tanyakan miss. Insyallah dalam pembelajaran berikutnya 
saya akan meminta waktu miss lagi untuk interview. Terima kasih miss. 
S : iya mbak sama-sama, dengan senang hati akan saya bantu. 
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Day / date  : Wednesday, May 31
st
, 2017 
Time   : 11.45 wib 
Place    : Daffodils English Course 
Method  : Interview  
Researcher (R) : Aini Fitriyah 
Source (S)  : Diyah Okta Birawati (Speaking Practice teacher at 
Speak Second Speaking class) 
 
 
R : Assalamu’alaikum. Maaf miss mengganggu. 
S : wa’alaikum salam, iya mbak, silakan. Ada yang bisa saya bantu? 
R : Iya miss, perkenalkan nama saya Aini Fitriyah, saya yang akan 
melakukan penelitian tentang speaking di Daffodils miss. Bolehkan saya 
meminta waktu sebentar untuk melakukan interview dengan anda miss? 
S : Oh iya mbak, silakan. Saya sudah dikasih tahu miss Dina tentang 
mahasiswa yang akan melakukan penelitian disini. Silakan apa yang ingin 
ditanyakan mbak? 
R : sebelumnya kalau boleh tahu miss nama lengkapnya siapa? Dan asal dari 
mana? 
S : saya Diyah Okta Birawati, biasa dipanggil miss Okta, asal dari wilayah 
sini juga mbak, Pare Kediri. 
R : Oh asli sini ya miss. Selanjutnya miss, saya mau tanya berkaitan dengan 
pembelajaran di Daffodils ini, untuk level Speak Second (intermediate 
speaking level) miss Okta mengampu untuk kelas apa miss? 
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S : Untuk level speak second kebetulan saya diamanahi mengampu untuk 
speaking practicenya mbak. Sempat bingung juga sih mbak diawal-awal 
dulu. Karena kalau di speaking practice itu lebih banyak berbicara 
menggunakan bahasa inggris dibanding dengan sepaking vocabulary.  
R : Sudah berapa lama miss Okta mengajar di Daffodils? 
S : Alhamdulillah hampir 3 tahun mbak. 
R : Apakah miss Okta juga pernah belajar di bangku Universitas? 
S : Alhamdulillah mbak. Saya baru semester 4 mbak. Jadi awalnya setelah 
lulus SMA kemudian lanjut kursus di Pare, awalnya di BEC, kemudian 
saya kursus lagi di sini (Daffodils) untuk melancarkan speaking saya 
mbak. Jadi kurang lebih 1 tahun saya kursus, kemudian setelah selesai 
periode kursus saya disini miss Dina menawarkan saya untuk mengajar di 
Daffodils. Dan saya ambil kesempatan mengajar tersebut, setelah mengajar 
1 tahun saya ijin ke miss Dina untuk kuliah dan beliau membolehkan. 
R : Pertanyaan selanjutnya miss, dari proses pembelajaran tadi, miss Okta 
sering melakukan candaan atau joke padahal semua siswa kan termasuk 
dewasa, motivasi apa yang miss harapkan dengan joke tersebut miss?  
S : Ya meskipun mereka sudah di level intermediate, tetapi menurut saya 
basa-basi dengan sedikit guyonan akan mambantu siswa agar relax dan 
siap untuk belajar didalam kelas lagi mbak. 
R : Pertanyaan selanjutnya miss, didalam proses pembelajaran sendiri 
metode atau teknik teaching-learning apa yang miss sering gunakan? 
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S : Karena di kursusan tidak ada Silabus dan RPP, maka dalam kegiatan 
pembelajaran saya lebih menyesuaikan pada kebutuhan siswa dan materi 
yang diajarkan hari itu mbak. Contohnya di Speak Second ini mbak, 
kebutuhan siswa adalah untuk memperlancar speaking mereka, nah dalam 
hal ini saya lebih menekankan mereka untuk lebih aktif, seperti model 
diskusi, kemudian one man standing, speech, dll.  
R : Oh begitu ya miss. Saya rasa untuk interviewnya cukup dulu miss. 
Terima kasih untuk waktunya. Besok kalau masih ada data yang saya 
perlukan saya akan menghubungi anda lagi miss. 
S : oh iya mbak, sama-sama mbak. Saya tunggu untuk interview selanjutnya 
mbak. Hehehe. 
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Day / date  : Thursday, June 5
th
, 2017 
Time   : 10.00 wib 
Place    : Daffodils English Course 
Method  : Interview  
Researcher (R) : Aini Fitriyah 
Source (S)  : Puri Apriliana (Speaking Vocabulary teacher at Speak 
Second Speaking class) 
 
 
R : Assalamu’alaikum. 
S : Wa’alaikum salam 
R : Selamat siang miss Puri, bolehkah saya mengganggu sebentar? 
S : Siang mbak, iya mbak, silakan. Ada yang bisa saya bantu mbak? 
R : iya miss, saya mau bertanya untuk mendapatkan kelengkapan data saya 
miss. Dalam proses pembelajaran yang miss jalankan pada periode ini 
apakah siswa sudah ada perubahan atau perkembangan miss? 
S : Secara khusus belum terlalu nampak mbak, maksud saya tujuan 
pembelajaran dari level Speak Second belum tercapai karena masih baru 
beberapa pertemuan.  
R : Dari pengamatan saya waktu proses pembelajaran tadi, ada beberapa 
siswa yang sudah mulai confident dan cas cis cus dalam speakingnya miss. 
S : memang secara umum ada beberapa siswa yang sudah mulai 
menunjukkan confident mereka dalam speaking mbak, akan tetapi tetaplah 
mereka masih perlu kami asah lagi agar kemampuan speaking mereka jauh 
lebih baik. 
R : Oh, begitu ya miss, kemudian miss dalam kegiatan teaching-learning 
proses tentunya akan ada siswa yang cepat daya tangkapnya, aktif, tetapi 
juga yang biasa-biasa aja serta lebih banyak diamnya, untuk mengatasi hal 
tersebut variasi apa yang miss Puri gunakan? 
S : Variasi model pembelajaran juga saya gunakan mbak, agar siswa tidak 
meras bosan serta memberikan kesempatan bagi siswa yang kurang aktif 
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untuk bisa berkembang. Jadi perkembangan kemampuan siswa tidak 
timpang, seperti kelompok diskusi dengan memberi instruksi atau perintah. 
R : Kalau boleh tahu kenapa miss menggunakan strategi pembelajaran 
tersebut? 
S : Ya saya merasa kalau menggunakan model seperti itu kita sebagai guru 
dapat mengkontrol keaktifan siswa mbak, serta bisa mengamati siswa yang 
aktif dan yang kurang sehingga bisa dikembangkan. 
R : Pertanyaan terakhir miss, untuk mengukur kemampuan siswa sendiri 
bagaimana miss? Karena saya melihat dan bertanya ke miss Dina bahwa 
tidak ada nilai hariannya. 
S : Iya mbak, memang di Daffodils tidak ada ujian harian mbak, kami 
menilai kemampuan siswa pada akhir periodenya serta catatan pribadi dari 
guru atau tutor mbak. Jadi di setiap periode akan ada ujian dimana siswa 
tidak ada persiapan sehingga ujian tersebut benar-benar bisa menjadi tolak 
ukur tentang perkembangan kemampuan siswa dalam speaking. 
R  :Oh begitu ya miss. Saya kira data saya sudah cukup miss, saya pamit dulu 
dan terima kasih atas bantuan miss Puri. 
S : Oh iya mbak, sama-sama 
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Interview with Students 
 
Day / date  : Thursday, June 1
st
, 2017 
Time   : 12.00 wib 
Place    : Daffodils English Course 
Method  : Interview  
Researcher (R) : Aini Fitriyah 
Source (S)  : Chintantya Suwita, S.S (Student at Speak Second 
Speaking class) 
 
 
R : Selamat siang mbak, boleh saya minta waktunya sebentar? 
S : Siang mbak. Oh ya mbak silakan. 
R : Perkenalkan nama saya Aini Fitriyah, saya sedang melakukan penelitian 
tentang speaking di Daffodils mbak. 
S : Saya Chintantya Suwita mbak, biasa dipanggil Chinta. Mbaknya 
mahasiswa ya? 
R : Kok mbak Chinta tahu? 
S : Hehehe.. saya juga pernah seperti mbak Aini, bedanya saya sudah lulus. 
R : Oh, mbak Chinta sarjana rupanya. Jurusan apa dulu mbak? Saya sedang 
menyelesaikan study pendidikan bahasa inggris mbak 
S : Iya mbak. Kalau saya dahulu mengambil jurusan sastranya mbak. 
R : Kok mbak chinta kursus disini mbak? Padahal kan sudah sarjana. 
S : Karena saya merasa bahasa inggris saya masih lemah mbak. Terlebih 
untuk speaking, saya kurang confident kalau bicara didepan orang banyak 
mbak. 
R : Ok mbak, kalau boleh tahu menurut mbak bagaimana model 
pembelajaran yang di applied kan di Daffodils ini mbak? 
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S : Kalau menurut saya, proses teaching di Daffodils cukup menyenangkan, 
tidak merasa tertekanan, karena semua siswa diperlakukan sama, jadi gelar 
sarjana sana bukan menjadi acuan mbak. 
R : Kalau secara pribadi mbak, sudah adakah perkembangan yang mbak 
dapatkan dari proses pembelajaran spekaing di Daffodils ini mbak? 
S : Memang ada perubahan yang cukup signifikan dari model pembelajaran 
yang saya dapat di Daffodils ini mbak. Saya merasa sekarang percaya diri 
kalau disuruh berbicara dengan bahasa inggris, tidak takut salah lagi, saya 
juga merasa kalau kosakata saya juga meningkat sekarang. 
R : Bagus itu mbak. 
S : Iya mbak, intinya disini saya lebih banyak peningkatan secara pribadi, 
dan ilmu yang saya dapatkan dari kampus juga dapat saya kembangkan 
secara personal dengan arahan dari tutor disini mbak. 
R : Bagus sekali itu mbak, saya rasa interviewnya cukup dulu mbak. Soalnya 
saya sudah janjian untuk bertemu dengan miss Puri juga. Terima kasih 
sebelumnya mbak. 
S : Oh iya mbak, sama-sama. Kapan-kapan disambung lagi ya.  Salam untuk 
miss Puri. 
R : Iya mbak, nanti saya sampaikan salamnya. 
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Day / date  : Friday, June 2
nd
, 2017 
Time   : 09.00 wib 
Place    : Daffodils English Course 
Method  : Interview  
Researcher (R) : Aini Fitriyah 
Source (S)  : Putri Nila Rahmataini (Student teacher at Speak 
Second Speaking class) 
 
R : Selamat pagi mbak, boleh saya minta waktunya sebentar? 
S : Pagi mbak, iya mbak silakan. 
R : Perkenalkan nama saya Aini Fitriyah, saya sedang melakukan reseach 
tentang pengajaran speaking di Daffodils mbak. 
S : Oh iya mbka, kalau tidak salah mbak itu yang selalu mengikuti proses 
pembelajaran di kelas saya itu kan mbak? Saya kira siswa yang ikut 
program juga lho mbak. hehe 
R : hehe.. iya mbak, saya yang dalam beberapa pertemuan ini mengikuti 
pembelajaran di kelas anda mbak. Kalau boleh tahu nama mbak siapa ya? 
S : Nama lengkap saya Putri Nila Rahmataini, biasa dipanggil Putri mbak. 
R : Darimana asalnya mbak? 
S : Saya berasal dari Tulungagung 
R : Bagaimana ceritanya mbak bisa kursus di Daffodils mbak? 
S : Setelah lulus SMA, saya hendak lanjut kerja sebetulnya mbak, tetapi 
bapak dan ibu melarang saya, sehingga disaya diarahkan untuk kursus 
dahulu. Setelah mendapatkan saran serta mencari di internet, akhirnya saya 
putuskan untuk kursus bahasa inggris di Pare sini mbak. 
R : Oh begitu ya mbak. Kalau boleh tahu, menurut mbak bagaimana model 
pembelajaran disini mbak? 
S : Menurut saya pembelajaran disini itu asyik mbak, tidak sepaneng seperti 
waktu disekolah. Pengajarnya pun kreatif untuk membangun minat belajar. 
Mereka juga welcome kalau diminta pendapat mbak. Saya saja sering 
minta saran atau sekedar curhat dengan tutor kalau sedang di camp mbak 
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R : Emmm.. memang curhat  yang seperti apa mbak? 
S : Ya misalnya tentang pekerjaan yang bisa saya lakukan setelah selesai 
kursus disini, miss Dina juga memberi saran saya untuk lanjut kuliah 
sambil kerja mbak. Beliau bilang kalau bahasa inggris itu bisa bermanfaat 
di semua pekerjaan mbak. 
R : Nah, kalau pembelajaran dikelas tadi kan saya mencatat materinya 
tentang idiom, menurut kamu idiom itu bagaimana mbak? 
S : Idiom itu seperti ungkapan untuk mengekpresikan sesuatu, tetapi 
memiliki singkatan atau ungkapan tersendiri. Dan idiom tidak bisa 
ditemukan didalam kamus mbak. Saya suka belajar idiom tadi, karena 
idiom merupakan hal yang baru bagi saya. 
R : Bagus itu mbak, emmm…. Saya rasa cukup dulu mbak. Terima kasih 
untuk waktunya ya mbak. 
S : Oh, sudah to mbak, iya mbak sama-sama. 
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Appendix 3: Student’s Handbook 
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Appendix 4: Students’ Attendace 
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